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1.0 Preface
The Special Commission on Governmental Restructuring began its work
on Mar 30, 1991. Public Law 1991, chapter 139, created the Commission and
directed it to present to the Governor and Legislature, by December 15, 1991, a
plan "to maximize citizen participation in public policy making, to use public
resources more effectively and to consolidate and restructure State Government
in such a way that efficiency is assured and cost savings result."
The Commission consisted of twenty-two members, ten appointed jointly
by the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of~epresentatives
and ten appointed by the Governor. The Governor, President, and S?eaker also
jointly appointed two co-chairs. No person who served on the Comm1Ssion is an
official or employee of State Government. A list of Commission members will
appear in an appendix to this report.
In fulfilling its charge, the Commission met 12 times and is holding public
hearings on this draft report in Bangor, Portland, and Augusta, and, over the
University System's Interactive Television network, in Fort Kent, Machias, and
Presque Isle.
In organizing its work, the Commission divided its_ ·membership into six
committees. The committees met on the days of full Commission meetings, and
on many other days. In all, the committees held dozens of meetings with
hundreds of people. Many government officials, state employees, interest groups,
outside experts, and members of the public provided valuable information,
suggestions, and reactions to the committees.
In the last two months of its work, the Commission discussed, considered
public comments on, and refined findin~s and recommendations presented to it
by each of its committees. The Commission will incorporate the input it receives
at the upcoming public hearings and make its final recommendations on
December 16, 1991.
This draft report contains five chapters, this preface being the first. The
introduction (to be written) will presents the Commission's mandate in more
detail and the approach the Commission took in fulfilling its duties. The third
chapter discusses and presents recommendations on the process of creating state
government budgets in Maine. The fourth chapter discusses management tools
that may improve the overall operation of state government, with examples. A
fifth chapter suggests reorganized methods of delivering certain state government
se1vices.
Staffing for the Commission and its committees was provided by the State
Planning Office and the Office of Policy and Legal Analysis. We
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wish to express our deep appreciation to all of the members of their respective
staffs who worked for the Commission and its committees. Throughout the entire
process, they provided the highest degree of staff support with objectivity.
Without their extraordinary commitment of time and resources it would have
been impossible for the Commission t~ complete its work on schedule.
We also wish to express our deepest appreciation to our fellow members of
the Commission who without hesitation committed their experience, knowledge,
time and energies to the Commission's work. We commend them for their
dedication to public service.

Merton G. Henry
Co-chair

Donald E. Nicoll
Co-chair

2.0 Introduction
To be written at a later date
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3.0 The Budget Process - Matching the Means to the
Needs
3.1

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Maine State Government operates on a General Fund budget of
approximately $3 billion for a biennium. At the beginning of each biennium, the
Governor proposes a State Government budget based on the Executive Branch's
projection of revenues for the next two fisca1 years. This budget includes those
prepared by the Legislature and by the Judiciary for operations of their branches
of government. The Governor presents this budget to the Legislature for review
and revision by the thirteen-member Joint Standing Committee on
Appropriations and Financial Affairs. In the first year of the biennium, the
Appropriations Committee considers and the Legislature enacts the Part I, or
current services, bud~et. During the latter part of the same session, the
Appropriations Comnuttee reviews and the Legislature passes the Part II, or new
or expanded services or programs, budget. Subsequent, "supplemental" budget
legislation is used to adjust spending up or down as needed during the remainder
ofthe biennium.
The Appropriations Committee conducts the budget review through
public hearings and work sessions at which Executive Branch administrators,
representatives of the Legislature and Judiciary, and individual and organized
recipients and providers of government services appear. Members of otner joint
standing committees of the Legislature, the policy committees, may participate
informally in these hearings and work sessions as well. Negotiations with the
Governor and department heads, legislative leaders, and the judicial department
occur in public and behind the scenes as the Appropriations Committee compiles
the final oudget. The Joint Standin~ Committee on Taxation reviews tax policy
and proposes increasing or decreasing tax revenues as part of the final budget
adjustments.
Related to the budgeting process is the work
Standing Committee on Audit and Program Review.
each state agency and its programs every eleven years
in law.

of the Legislature's Joint
This committee reviews
on a schedule established
·

The complexity of the role of modern Maine State Government and its
pervasiveness in the social and economic life of Maine necessitate improvements
m its planning and budget processes. In addition, increased volatility in the
economy and reductions in feaeral programs have im.po&ed substantial pressures
on the State's fiscal capacity. Present budgeting proceaures promote a number of
avoidable difficulties. Present procedures:
• lead to confusion and conflict with regard to revenue forecasts;
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• support no meaningful strategic planning;
• work against setting priorities in good and bad economic times;
• promote perverse and ineffective measures of accountability; and
• hamper the Executive, the Legislature, and the Judiciary in the
performance of their responsibilities.
Careful restructuring needs to occur in order to produce a budget process
that improves long-range planning, assuages unnecessary political tensions,
respects the governmental separation of powers, increases overall governmental
accountability, and promotes efficiency and effectiveness in State Government.
3.2

PLANNING

Discussion

At present, State Government policies are developed and evaluated with
erimary regard to the amount of resources allocated to the various programs
aesigned to implement those policies. This means that the funding of State
Government programs is input-driven, related to monies historically provided
and currently available. Too little systematic attention is focused on establishing
exl'ected results for government erograms, measuring the results or outcomes,
ana. making funding choices basea on outcomes. Sound policy-making requires
careful assessment of government programs based on outcome-oriented goals,
measurable objectives, and performance standards. In short, good government
requires regular and principled review of how well government is functioning,
ana organized strategic planning for how government functioning should be
improved.
In addition, state budgeting must be informed by a long-term view.
Current state budgeting focuses too mu<;:h on the short-term. Littfe scrutiny is
given to long-term expenditure trends which may expose potential difficulties in
relation to projected economic conditions. Government 6udgeting is presently
almost entirely dependent upon biennial revenue forecasts. Tlie Governor's
revenue estimates for the coming biennium, developed by the Bureau of the
Budget, are revised over time and are sometimes altered significantly as
assumptions change according to evolving economic expectations.
There is inherent in revenue forecasting a certain degree of inaco.iracy.
This is particularly true for government which depends upon tax revenues;
revenue frojections must not only include prognostications concerning trends in
the States economy, but must attempt to forecast how these trends wm relate to
the State's various taxes. Inaccurate revenue projections may lead to particular
problems when there are unforeseen shortfalls.
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Government spending has tended to expand at a rate equal to the
expansion of revenues. Revenue growth allows government to expand to
respond to various needs expressed by the citizenry and to initiate new and
creative programs. However, since revenue growth is erratic and unpredictable,
government spending that is ruled entirely by revenue flow is subject to the same
erratic fluctuations and unpredictability.
This may cause wrenching reassessments of government programs and
services under time pressures ana in contexts that do not allow for methodical
consideration of funding alternatives. The result upsets citizen expectations with
regard to government services and policies and causes special hardship for the
most needy and vulnerable members of society. Start and stop afproaches to
funding programs also result in waste, inefficiency, and disruption o government
policies.
Smoothing these fluctuations by forcing a more orderly expenditure
pattern would produce greater predictability and would allow for the
aevelopment of significant reserve funds not tied to the biennial budgeting cycle.
(The State presentfy has several reserve accounts - e.g., the Rainy Day Funa -- but
all are limited-use funds and have fairly low caps.) These counter-cyclical
reserves would provide a certain degree of protection against revenue shortfalls
and would thus obviate at least some of the need for drastic cuts in economic hard
times. The fiscal discipline offered by this approach could be difficult to maintain
in the face of political pressure to spend the money in good times. A
constitutionally entrenched mechanism may be required to resist these pressures.
Laying aside the surplus as a reserve is not a new idea. It is at least as old
as Joseph in ancient Egypt, with his plan for building up reserves of grain in the
seven good years of harvest against the seven years of poor harvest. We,
unfortunately, cannot count on predictable, seven year cycles.
The Commission has identified a number of problems with the present
budget that need correction. One of the more serious shortcomings is the absence
of estimates of the cost of tax exemptions to the State. These "tax expenditures"
include such items as special exclusions, deductions and credits.
Another difficulty is the limited review of federal expenditures that have
substantial effects on state programs. There is no readily available estimate of
total General Fund expenditures linked to federally funded programs. That
information is not generated in either the budget process or the state audit.
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Careful scrutiny of current pro~rams is also essential for sound budgetary
planning. The present "Part 1/Part 2' budget structure is a hindrance to regular
review of current programs. In years of revenue growth this structure promotes
the status quo and concentrates critical attention on new and expanded programs
only.
Sound governmental planning also requires careful evaluation of capital
improvement needs. Capital investments, especially in new technologies, can
bring more efficiency and effectiveness to government. Under present budgetary
analysis, capital investments compete with other current budgetary needs. Vital
capital planning cannot effectively occur in such a context. The result is an overly
short-term analysis of capital needs which impedes investment in those items that
will improve the overall, long-term management of State Government.

Fmdings
There is a need for strategic planning in State Government budget
preparation involving:
• development of outcome-oriented goals for government programs and
measurable objectives and performance standards for assessing those
programs;
• rigorous establishment of program priorities;
• systematic reevaluation of current programs;
• biennial expenditure limitations based on a long-term average of
expenditures;
• identification of State expenditures made through various forms of tax
exemptions;
• identification of federal expenditures for state programs and total
General Fund expenditures for federally funded programs;
• provision for reserve funds to permit counter-cyclical expenditures; and
• capital budgeting.
Recommendations
1. The Executive Branch should build State Government budgets from
strate~ic plans that establish expected outcomes and measurable performance
objectives, and set program priorities. Similarly, in reviewing budgets the
Legislature should attend to and articulate goals and performance measures to
attach to funding decisions.
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2. State Government should institute a strict limit on expenditures based
on the long-term (10-20 year) average growth rate in revenues.
3. The budget should be divided into an operating budget and a capital
budget. The buaget should include contingenc)" funds to be used for
unanticipated, emergency requirements. The budget should be based on strategic
plans, performance evaluation, balanced assessment of existing programs and
new irutiatives, and clear establishment of program priorities. The problems
inherent in the current "Part 1 /Part 2" budget should be overcome, either by
abolishing the present formula or by other corrective action.
4. The budget document should include all expenditures for state
programs, including General Fund appropriations, federal expenditures and tax
exemptions, with iaentification of funding sources and the application of the
funds. The budget should include estimates of total federal funds and total
General Fund expenditures for federally funded programs. Tax exemption
figures should be treated as appropriations to the various groups that receive the
tax benefit.
5. The Consensus Forecasting Committee, described later in this chapter,
should establish a mechanism that would correlate state government
expenditures to an appropriate long term secular economic expenditure trend
analysis. This mechanism should provide a smooth growth curve for the purpose
of setting state expenditures in a way that will avoid fluctuations caused by
unpredictable biennial revenue undulations.
.
6. The Governor and Legislature should develop a reserve fund to be used
exclusively as a counter-cyclical tool to be used in years of revenue shortfalls,
appropriated by a two-thirds vote of the Legislature upon the Governor's
recommendation. All revenues received by the State in excess of the expenditure
limitation described above should be deposited in the fund. (The existing Rainy
Day Fund, established in 5 :MR.SA §1513, to fund some payments for General
Fund bonds and major construction, should continue. However, the triggering
event of excess revenues over estimates requiring the State Controller to transfer
some General Fund surpluses into the Ramy Day Fund should be changed to
accommodate the reserve fund establishment.)
7. Public sector accounting conventions that require the expensing of
capital items in the year purchased should not act as a deterrent to capital
investment decisions based on sound cost/benefit analysis. The merged
Department of Finance and Administration, discussed subsequently in this report
should develop mechanisms that will encourage capital investments to be made
based on long-term cost/benefit analysis. Among tne mechanisms that should be
considered are:
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• the creation of a capital pool, funded by specific and regular
appropriations, from wbich agencies could borrow to finance capital
improvements;
• increased use of lease-purchase agreements;
• use of bonds to finance capital improvements; and
• cost/benefit analyses conducted to determine the appropriateness of
individual capital improvements. The merged Department of Finance
and Administration should have primary responsibility for developing
steps to ensure that such mechanisms are established and employed
throughout State Government.
8. Finally, the State should address the problem of unfunded liabilities, to
insure accurate forecasts of program costs under strategic planning and
budgeting.
3.3

LEGISLATIVE/EXECUI1VE INTERACilON

Discussion

Forecasting revenues is both difficult and imprecise. Since 1977, total
General Fund estimates as reported in the Governor's original biennial budget
submission have varied from actual revenues no less than 2.3% and up to 14.9%.
Over-estimates have resulted in signLficant shortfalls: for example, in fiscal year
1991, the difference between th~ General Fund estimate reported in the
Governor's original biennial budget submission and the actual revenues
amounted to about $212.4 million.
(Insert revenue actual/projected graphs)
While it may be that a more sophisticated process could be instituted that
would result in more accurate revenue forecasts, all economic forecastin~ is by
nature imperfect. This imperfection may create excessive tension m the
budgetary political climate between the Legislature and the Governor.
Wrangling 6etween the two branches as to the accuracy of the projections is
counterproductive and diverts attention from central budgetary issues.
At present the Executive is solely responsible for developing the state
revenue forecasts. The State Budget Officer, in consultation with others, produces
the estimates that form the basis for the Governor's budget submission and the
Legislature's review and analysis. The Legislature has no independent capability
to produce its own revenue projections. For the Le~islature's Office of Fiscal and
Program Review to produce revenue estimates on its own, a significant financial
investment, including the hiring of several new staff, would oe needed. While
such an independent capability could provide another source of information for
the Legislature to draw upon in reviewing the Governor's budget, it would not
alleviate the tension between the branches with regard to revenue forecasts;
indeed, it would likely exacerbate the tension if estimates significantly differed.
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Maine's approach to reve~ue forecasting can be usefully contrasted with
models in other states. In Florida the legislative budget office, the Governor,
representatives of the budget office and executive agencies meet in "consensus
forecasting conferences". Each party to the conference has veto authority: all
parties must agree on the forecast before it becomes official. Any participant may
call a new conference to propose forecast changes.
In Texas the State Comptroller, who is popularly elected, prepares the
revenue forecasts. Before an appropriation Dill goes to the Governor for
signature, the Comptroller must certity that there will be enough revenues to
fund the bill. If the Comptroller does not so certify the bill, the bill is dead unless
the lack of certification is over-turned by 4/Sths of the Legislature. This is a
provision of the Texas Constitution.

Findings
A mechanism that would create a bridge between the Executive and the
Legislature on the issue of revenue forecasting and could thereby assuage the
eoiitical tension that the present process engenaers has the potential to increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of the budget process. In addition, while present
communications between the Executive budget office and various departments
and the Legislature on budgetary matters is generally good, maximum
integration of computer technologies allowing for rapid and accurate data flow is
essential for effective and effi~ient Legislative/Executive cooperation in forming
state budgets.
Recommendations
Consensus forecasting. Economic and revenue forecasting should be an
open and public process that facilitates agreement between the Executive and the
Legislature on revenue estimates as much as possible. Toward this end, the
Governor and Legislature should form a Consensus Forecasting Committee. The
Committee should:

• be composed of five members, all with professional credentials in
economic revenue forecasting. Two members should be appointed by
the Legislature, two by the Governor. The fifth member should be
appointed by these four members and should chair the committee. No
member should be a legislator or an employee of the Executive Branch;
• develop long term, ten to twenty year macro-economic secular trend
· forecasts and one-, two-, four-, and six-year economic and revenue
forecasts. If the Governor fails to incorporate into the budget
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proposal exactly the revenue forecasts submitted by the Committee, the
Legislature could employ the Consensus Forecasting Committee's
majority recommendations rather than the Governor's revenue estimates
in its review of the budget; and
• review any subsequent revisions to revenues.
In addition, to aid the above and all budgeting efforts, the Executive Office
of Management and Budget, discussed later in this chapter, and the Legislative
Office of Fiscal and Program Review should continue to pursue maximum
integration of Executive (including departmental) and Legislative budget
computer programs.
Management &: Budget. An Office of Management and Budget should be
established in the Executive Department, with staff positions transferred from the
existing Departments of Finance and Administration, replacing the present
Budget Office. It would be modeled on the federal Office of Management and
Budget, and would place great emphasis on the regular, periodic evaluation of
program performance. The 0MB would provide the Governor with
recommendations regarding budget proposals and relevant legislative
enactments.

The 0MB would provide macro-economic evaluation, program evaluation
and coordination, recommendations on improvements in Executive Branch
organization, and oversight on the development of information and management
systems. The 0MB would be responsible for leadership and suf port in
implementation of quality management systems and the development o training
and development programs for operating and executive personnel.
The proposed change in the role and function of the Budget Office and its
transfer to the Executive Department is intended to improve the system of policy
making and coordination, strengthen the capacity to forecast and administer the
budget, and provide a more effective set of management tools. The functions of
the Office would include:
• Designing a fiscal program and preparing the biennial budget;
• Managing budget administration;
• Conducting regular, periodic evaluations of the performance of
Executive Branen programs and making those evaluations available to
the Legislature;
• Planning and implementing effective information systems to track
program performance;
• Reviewing organizational structure and management procedures of the
Executive Branch to determine if they have produced intended results;
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• Developing efficient coordinating mechanisms that facilitate interagency
cooperation and collaboration;
• Facilitating and supporting implementation of quality management
programs and related training of operating and executive personnel;
• Evaluating and making recommendations to the Governor regarding
enacted legislation; and
• Developing proposals in such areas of concern as regulatory reform.
The State Planning Office would remain as a separate Executive
Department Office, charged with responsibility for information gathering and
analysis related to strategic planning for state government, facilitating planning
in the several Executive Branch departments and agencies, and serving as a
source of planning information for the Legislative and Judicial Branches ana state
advisory 6oards and commissions.
3.4

LEGISLATIVE REVIEW

Discussion

The present legislative budget review process promotes excessive detailed
review of new or expanded programs while discouraging careful, routine analysis
of broad functional expenditure priorities and critical review of current
programs. The consequence, as we have witnessed in recent years, is severe
policy and program reevaluations in years of revenue decline and less rigorous
review in times of surplus revenues; this results in a context and an atmosphere
least conducive to rational governmental structuring.
The various policy committees of the Legislature have specialized areas of
jurisdiction that allow their members and staff to develop expertise with regard to
the particulars and subtleties of the programs within those areas. This knowledge
was tapped in the First Regular Session of the 115th Legislature: tne
Appropriations Committee asked each of the _policy committees to review the
budgets of the departments within therr jurisdiction and to make
recommendations with regard to those budgets. This type of integration of the
policy committees into the Appropriations Committee process permitted a
considerable body of knowledge ana understanding of tlie various aspects of
~overnment to be brought to bear on policies proposed in the budget. This
integration needs to be s_trengthened, formalized, and institutionalized.
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The Legislature also conducts program reviews not tied to immediate state
bud~et concerns. State Government is well served by well-organized, timely,
efficient, and effective oversight and review of executive agencies and programs.
Such review and oversight he1ps ensure accountability and reduce or better-target
expenditures in State Government. It also afiows for more informed
establishment of policy priorities based on careful consideration of program
success measured according to outcome-oriented goals and performance
standards. In order for program evaluation to be successful, legislative expertise
must be well utilized and evaluation schedules must ensure efficient use of
limited legislative time. While the present program review process conducted by
the Joint Standing Committee on Audit and Program Review has resulted in
reor~anizations, streamlining, and other chan~es that have increased the
efficiency of state government, the process can be significantly improved.
The Maine Sunset Act, 3 M.R.S.A. §921 et seq., authorizes the committee to
review any agency on its own initiative. The law requires the committee to
review all agencies of State Government according to the schedule established in
the Act. "Agencies" (e.g., the Office of the Treasurer, Bureau of the Budget within
the Department of Finance, the Finance Authority of Maine) are reviewed by the
committee, but are not subject to automatic termination. "Independent agencies"
(e.g., Seed Potato Board, State Lottery Commission, State Planning Office) are
subject to review by the committee and automatic termination unless continued
by Act of the Legislature.
The State Auditor, elected by the Legislature, is responsible for financial
audits of agencies. Under the federal Single Audit Act, the Auditor provides post
audits of all accounts and other financial records of the State government. In
addition, the State Auditor, under the federal Single Audit Act ensures program
compliance on federally-funded projects.
Some of the criticisms of the existing process include:
• the process is in the political arena and therefore has interest group
concerns imposed on tne decision-making process;
• the eleven-year cycle causes an artificial review process which examines
programs that are performing well and ignores dysfunctional programs
until their "turn" in the review process;
• because of staffing and time constraints, the review process is dependent
upon program managers for the assessment of tfieir programs. This
arrangement often leads to a slanted assessment which justifies the
continuance of a program; and
• the financial and programmatic functions are reviewed by separate
entities and are never related.
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The process is structured so that it cannot possibly meet the expectations of
the law. Falling through the cracks of both the Audit and Program Review
process and the State Auditor's reviews is any type of management or systems
review.
The program operations review process can be made significantly more
focused and responsive to Legislative needs by accelerating the present slow and
cumbersome cyclic review process and by broadening the role of the State
Auditor to include management audits. The more flexible and targeted the
process, the more useful and relevant will be the product.
In addition to program reviews, the Legislature also prepares short-term
fiscal reviews of legislation. As discussed previously, snort-term financial
planning without consideration of longer-term eventualities may result in
unnecessary and unpleasant surprises. While biennial budgeting highlights the
period on which primary financial focus must be placed, considerations beyond
the biennium provide instructive perspective and may allow future biennial
difficulties to be foreseen and avoided.
At present, bills considered by the Legislature include fiscal notes
developed by the Office of Fiscal and Program Review. A fiscal note provides an
assessment of the fiscal impact (costs or savings) that will result from the passage
of the bill. Although an attempt is made to provide, where possible, general
estimates of longer-term fiscal impacts, the emphasis is on impacts within the
biennium.

Findings
Legislative review of the state government budget currently fails to
address detailed program and policy issues within the context of overall s:eending
priorities. In consicfering budgets, the Legislature must address the following
two questions in the following order:
• What broad areas of government services ought to be funded and at
what levels given projected revenues and expenditure trends?
• Within these broad service expenditure levels, what programs should be
funded and to what extent?
All legislative expertise is not currently effectively employed in developing
answers to these questions. Greater and more efficient integration of the va .. ious
policy committees of the Legislature into the budget process needs to occur.
The current audit and program review process is inefficient, ineffective
and time-consuming for both the Legislature and the Executive agencies
reviewed.
The expertise of the various policy committees and
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the Appropriations Committee needs to be exploited and carefully directed in
order to provide meaningful program review. ihe state auditing function must
also include a management auait component.
Also, the Legislature needs before it, when it considers any bill, the
projected fiscal impact of the bill through the next biennium. The Legislature also
needs ready access to a projected budget outline for the next biennium showing
the cumulative impact oI the bills considered and passed during the session. In
addition, sound long-term planning by the Legislature requires that it develop
and make use of lon~-term revenue projections that may impact on current ana
new program expenditure trends.
Recommendations

The Joint Standing Committee on Taxation should have responsibility:
• to use the work of the Consensus Forecasting Committee and
expenditure forecasts developed by the Appropriations Committee in
developing proposals for revenue legislation.
• to review revenue performance and study relationships between
revenue re9.uirements and tax policies as they bear on issues of equity,
economic climate, and other pu&lic policy concerns.
• to develop proposed revisions in revenue and tax policies.
The Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs
should have responsibility:
• to develop, revise, and correct four-year average expenditure estimates,
adjusted for biennial requirements. The committee should use the
recommendations of the Consensus Forecasting Committee.
• using information provided in the Governor's budget, to develop total
biennial operating and capital budget proposals and proposed major
functional category expenditures.
• to review policy and program analyses prepared, and review and revise
any budget expenditures recommended, by the policy committees.
• to recommend the final budget proposals to the full Legislature.
Th0 policy committees of the Legislature should be more fully integrated
in the appropriations process, building on the experience of the 1991 Session.
Several proposals have been made for achieving that goal, including the creation
of special Appropriations Subcommittees that have membership drawn from the
Appropriations
Committee
and
the
relevant
policy
committees,
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assignment of appropriations review responsibility to the relevant policy
committees, and assignment of Appropriat10ns Committee members to sit on
policy committees and participate in those committees' review of appropriations.
Whatever approach is taken, the process should avoid duplicative appropriations
hearings.
In addition, the various policy committees of the Legislature should
assume responsibility for more detailed program review. These reviews should
include:
• oversight of departmental strategic plans and recommending program
authorizations, including outcome-oriented goals and measurable
objectives.
• making recommendations on budget goals, objectives, and expenditures.
The present program review process should be reformed to focus on
management reviews, based on the work of the State Auditor and assignments
from fhe Legislative Council. The reviews should make use of the knowledge and
perspective of the relevant policy committees, supplemented by expertise from
the Appropriations and other committees. One approach to this process would
be to create a bipartisan management audit subcommittee in each policy
committee, supplemented by bipartisan membership from the Appropriations
Committee or otber committees considered pertinent 6y the Legislative Council.
Following from this new process, the Audit and Program Review
Committee should be abolished, and the role of the State Auditor revised, as
follows:
• The auditor would be nominated by the Governor and elected by the
Legislature for a term of 7 years;
• The auditor would be responsible for regular financial audits in the
executive, legislative, and judicial branches;
• The auditor would be responsible for management performance audits
(not program audits), and would have authority to contract with outside
agencies for such audits; and
··
• The auditor would report to the Legislative Council, the Appropriations
Committee, and -- as appropriate - to the joint standing committee with
jurisdiction in an area covered by a financial or management
performance audit.
For more informative fiscal review, each bill considered by the Legislature
should include a fiscal note providing an estimate of the fiscal impact of the bill
over both the current biennium and over the following biennium. Also, a
projected
budget
outline
for
the
biennium
following
the
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current biennium should be prepared by the Office of Fiscal and Program
Review. This outline should be finalized at the close of each session and should
be based on the cumulative fiscal impact of the bills passed by the Legislature
during the session.
The Legislature should take practical steps immediately to implement the
above. In 1992, the Legislature should adopt a plan to:
• Create the Consensus Forecasting Committee;
• Throu6h the Legislative Council, create a special legislative task force,
including a cross section of senior and junior members of the Legislature
from both parties, plus legislative non-partisan staff, to make
recommendations for revisions in committee responsibilities and
legislative operations, consistent with the recommendations in this
report. The recommendations should be submitted for consideration
and action in the first regular session of the 116th Legislature;
• Revise the statutes governing the responsibilities, term, and election of
the Auditor, with the initial election to take place in January 1993;
• Adopt a tentative, six year expenditure and revenue forecast in March
1993;
• Mandate departmental development of six year, outcome-oriented plans
for submission by November 15, 1993; and
• Initiate the first round of the new budget process in the first regular
session of the 116th Legislature.
3.5

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT BUDGET

Discussion
The process for submitting the Judicial Defartment budget request to the
Legislature denies the Judicial Derartment contro over its finances. Current law
(4 MRSA §24) requires the Judicia De~artment to submit its budget request to the
State Budget Office, and requires the Governor to "include in the budget
submission the judicial budget without revision but with such recommendations
as he may deem proper." In practice, although the Judicial Department's request
appe"rs in budget documents, it is the Governor's "recommendation" in the form
oI the budget oill that receives primary attention in the appropriations :rrocess.
That bill contains no reference to the Judicial De~artment request. This is an
inappropriate method of presenting the budget of the Judicial Department. The
Mame Constitution creates the Judicial Department as a branch of government
equal
in
authority
and
importance
to
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the Legislative and Executive De_partments. Giving the Executive Department
authority to reject portions of the Judicial Department budget request before it is
presented to the Legislature denies the Judicial Department the opportunity to
have its true budget needs presented directly to the Legislature.
According to testimony of Judicial Department representatives, the budget
submission statute was intended to protect the interests of the Judicial
Department by requiring the Governor to pass the budget request intact to the
Legislature. Implementation of the statute is not consistent with that intent.
Finding

We find that the process by which the Governor submits the Judicial
Department budget to the Legislature violates the spirit if not the terms of the
separation of powers doctrine of the Maine Constitution. We find that a similar
problem exists with respect to the Legislative budget.

Recommendation
We recommend that the statute governing the submission of the judicial
budget to the Legislature be amended to require the Governor to include the
Judicial Department budget request, without change, in addition to the
Governor's recommendation, in the budget bill presented to the Legislature. We
also recommend that the budget bill contain the Legislative budget, as submitted
by the Legislature, as well as the Governor's recommendation.
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4.0 Improving Overall Government Management &
Operation
4.1

INTRODUCflON

The 1980's had been called the "golden age of the states", a decade in which
as state revenues grew and state government became a major force in setting the
domestic policy agenda in this country. In areas as widely different as welfare
and education reform, as public housing and environmental protection, state
government filled the :policy vacuum left by a federal government strapped with
mounting budget deficits.
As quickly as states have emerged as leading players in domestic policy,
they now find themselves confronting desperate financial situations. As tfte 80's
were a decade of plenty, the 90's promise to be a decade of scarcity. And as
plenty permitted the states to innovate, experiment and extend the domestic
policy agenda so scarcity will force the states to focus on management. The
problem is really quite simple -- it is one of having to do more with less and as
state after state confronts tnis new reality they learn that it cannot be business as
usual. Rather, states must find new and better ways to deliver services both more
effectively and more efficiently to our citizens.
The great difficulty is that states are trying to innovate within
dysfunctional systems. Whether the services and programs are in education,
welfare, medica1d, resource protection or infrastructure development, the systems
for deliverin~ those services are characterized by perverse incentives, by wrong
operating guidelines, and by the lack of performance based outcome measures
and accountability standards. We have created within our state governments,
large centralized systems characterized by command and control accountability
structures that are legally sanctioned and protected monoJ?olies, which face no
competitive pressures to improve either effectiveness or efficiency.
At the same time, the 1990's demand of our institutions that they be
entrepreneurial and not bureaucratic; that they be flexible and not rigid
hierarchical structures; that they be results and customer oriented and not
governed by arcane rules and bud~eting procedures. These are the changes that
are necessary in state government 1f we are to succeed in meeting the challenges
of the 1990's. These are also the changes that organizational theorists emphasize
when they speak of the "white spaces" in organizational charts. The great
efficiencies in large bureaucratic organizations come less from realigning the
boxes within the organizational structures and much more from restructuring the
rules and operating procedures which dir-cct and govern the actions and relations
of organizations and their sub-components.
for

As we look at state government there are a number of areas which are ripe
reform.
Some of these, such as the budget process and
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personnel systems are addressed in other sections of the report. In this section we
focus on seven general areas:
1. A customer oriented focus for state government.
2. Enhancing flexibility, innovation, quality and efficiency in the operation
of State agencies, including fostering opportunities for creative
performance by rank and file employees.
3. Increasing and expanding the choice of service delivery vehicles,
including regional and local public agencies, non-profit institutions and
agencies, for-profit corporations and individuals.
4. Increasing the utilization of technology and modern information
management techniques.
5. Coordinated use of and cost effective lease or purchase of space and
facilities.
6. Development of consistent regional systems for service delivery and
decentralized mechanisms for cfecision - making.
7. Boards and Commissions.
4.2

CUSI'OMER ORJENTED GOVERNMENT

Discussion

Perhaps the most significant managerial revolution in the private sector
over the past decade has been the emphasis on the customer and the attempt to
achieve total customer satisfaction in both the products manufactured and the
services delivered. The techniques for achieving this outcome go by a variety of
headings, but generally are captured in the phrase "total quality management."
What the private sector has learned is that emphasis on quality improves a
company s bottom line by increasing customer satisfaction but also and equally
importantly by reducing the cost of doing business. A rule of thumb in
manufacturing processes is that, if it costs $1 to prevent product defects, it costs
$10 to correct those defects in the production process and $100 to remedy the
defects once the product is sold. The economic reality is that, by building quality
into processes at the outset, the cost of producing the products or providing the
services declines significantly.
The firc;t step in ensuring quality is in knowing, understanding, and
responding to the needs of customers.
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Findings
Frequently, when we think of the customers of state government, we think
of the recipients or beneficiaries of state services. It is not, however, just the
external customers of government which are important. Certainly travelers'
needs are important to fhe Department of Transportation, business needs to the
Department of Education, and family needs to social welfare agencies. But just as
important from a cost effective perspective are the internal customers of
government, that is, the relationships among agencies within state government.
The fact is that many of our most costly and inefficient government processes and
organizations do not serve the general public but rather serve other agencies. Our
internal purchasing, personnel, space, budgeting, and accounting systems all
serve the needs of state agencies and all must be improved to respond more
effectively to state agency needs so that those agencies may conduct their
operations more efficiently.
Recommendations

State Government should initiate a program throughout its agencies of
total quality management and resources should 6e identified to support this effort
and ensure its success. The Governor should establish a high-level team through
the proposed Office of Management and Budget, drawing upon the full resources
of tbe State and of private organizations that have initiated Total Quality
Management (TQM) programs. This team should report directly to the Governor
and should be charged with the development of a TQM strategy to be initiated on
a statewide basis throughout the many agencies of State Government. The
quality management program should also be used by the Legislature in a
continuing imptovement of its operations. The Commission recommends that
explicit support for quality management in all branches of government be
provided in legislation and that a plan for initiation and expansion of the
program be adopted by the three branches before the end of tli.e 1992 regular
legislative session.
·
4.3
ENHANCING
PERFORMANCE

EFFIOENCY,

INNOVATION,

QUALITY

AND

Discussion

The Total Quality Management program emphasizes the importance of
front line, rank and file workers in the improvement of any eroduction or service
organization. The obstacles to performance are frequently hlerarchical structures
that give little or no support or opportunity for those employees to innovate,
improve quality and increase the efficiency of operations. There is growing
evidence that governments can benefit from involvement of workers in cfesign of
the workplace, develof>ment and maintenance of quality improvement systems,
and cost cutting operations.
·
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Findings
Maine State government has not given adequate attention to the potential
for using the talents, skills, experience and commitment of its employees in
improving the organization, cost efficient and effective operatio~s, ancf quality of
state services. State employees are also in a position to identify customer
concerns and provide practical advice in making state government more
responsive to its customer needs.

Recommendation
The State should involve employees in development and implementation
of Total Quality Management programs in the several State departments and
agencies, improving internal operations and making state operations less
bureaucratic, more customer oriented, and more competitive with the private
sectors.
4.4

EXPANDING THE CHOICE OF SERVICE DELIVERY

Discussion
It has Ion~ been recognized that government need not be the only supplier
of services provided by the public sector. Indeed, the use of such vehicles as
guasi-public authorities, franchise agreements, and contractual relationships have
long characterized the delivery of public services in such areas as highway and
other infrastructure activities, economic development assistance, solid waste
collection and disposal, the treatment of mentally ill and the caring for indigent
populations. More recently, governments have looked to the private non-profit
ana for-profit sectors of our economy to provide an ever increasing array of
services traditionally provided by government agencies. It is a trend that
parallels moves by private corporations to look outside their firms to obtain
certain products or services to support their business operations.

The advantages of flexibility and choice in service delivery come from two
sources. First, alternative providers may have cost advantages in delivering
certain types of services. Tnese advantages can derive from specialized expertise
and knowledge which will improve productivity and effectiveness and from
more flexible work re~imes wfiich come from operating outside large central
bureaucracies. In addition, advantages may derive from better management, and
from efficiencies possible as a result of different operating incentives for agencies
or firms outsid.e of government.
Second, and even more important over the long-term, cost differentials
may grow over time as a result of innovation and technological change made
possi15le by having many non-profit and for-profit providers involved in
aelivering a service. By providing services within a more competitive
environment, States may see more innovation and more experimentation with
different
ways
. of
providing
·
the
services.
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Over time that can lead to higher levels of. productivity, improved service
delivery and lower costs. In the same way that states now learn from each other
what works and doesn't work, so too do non-profit agencies and for-profit firms
learn from each other as they compete and experiment with different ways of
providing services and meeting the objec.ti:ve set forth by the contracting agency.
Findings
Maine state government and its various agencies currently engage in a
wide array of contracting activities. For example, our foster home program in the
Human Service area is operated entirely by private individuals uncfer contract
with the Def'artment of Human Services. Similarly, our Medicaid program,
which provia.es health care and nursing home services to our indigent
populations, relies almost exclusively on private sector providers. In fact, during
W90, the State Controller's Report indicates that fully _% of. our total Genera1
Fund, or $_ million, was spent on contracted services. Further, of a total state
bud~et from all sources of funds, _% or $_ million was spent for contracted
services.
The selection of additional areas for use of contracted services in carrying
out state responsibilities, or divesting the state of traditional service activities,
will require careful evaluation to determine those circumstances where such
contracting or divestiture is appropriate and desirable in the public interest.
Recommendations

The state should move from the present tendency to rule out private sector
contracting, unless it can prove its effectiveness in advance, to a balanced
examination of the advantages and disadvantages of public and private sector
non-profit or for-profit service delivery. Ri~orous application of criteria for
selection of public or private sector service delivery mecnanisms should be linked
with performance measures and evaluation methods tied to the state's outcome
oriented ~oals and measurable objectives for programs and operations. Some of
the criteria that could be applied in such evaluations can be phrased in the
following questions:
• Is the service one where direct government control or supervision is
essential for protection of public safety?
• Will selection of non-profit and/ or for-profit contractors insure access to
needed services and include requirements and incentives to insure
desired performance, quality and price?
• Would contracting result in more effective or less expensive performance
of the service?
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• In considering whether the state should be responsible for the service: is
the service an essential or necessary state service, or would it be more
appropriately performed in the private sector?
State service contracts with other public agencies, non-profit agencies or
for-profit firms, must include:
• Performance requirements;
• Guarantees of access without discrimination for essential services;
• provisions for service-related data collection, consistent with state
requirements, access to that data for public policy purposes, and
appropriate protection of confiqentiality.
As noted above, and in several sections below, there are opportunities for
improved efficiency and more competitive operations within state government.
At the same time, changes in vehicles for service delivery inside or outside state
government will inevitably result in adverse effects for some state employees. As
the state contemplates the possibility of contracting with more non-profit and
for-profit agencies and corporations for delivery of state services, it should insure
tli.at it meets its moral obligations to state employees, providing support for those
who may be adversely affected. Retraining, severance pay allowances, portable
or transitional benefits and other ways of assisting state employees should be
explored.
The Commission has identified a number of areas as potentials for regional
or local _public agency, non-frofit agency or institution, or for-profit corporation
contracting or assumption o hitherto government agency responsibilities. Those
areas include retail and wholesale liquor sales, laboratory facilities, mental health
centers, building and ~rounds maintenance, state motor vehicle acquisition,
maintenance and operations, printing and publishing and other such services. A
detailed list of those potential areas follows. Each of the areas should be
examined carefully, using criteria such as the Commission suggests, before any
decisions are made on contracts or divestiture. Standard, performance based
contracts should be developed and approved under rule-making authority,
pursuant to state statute.

Wholesale and Retail Liquor Sales. The State could divest itself of the
liquor sales business. It is estimated that the state spends in excess of $__
million annually to provide this service rather than licensing agency stores to sell
liquor. This past year the State has closed a number of its least P.rofitable retail
sales outlets and in the process realized in excesL of a $_ _ million a year in
savings.
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The Lott~- The State's Lottery could be operated under contract by a
private firm. If the Liquor and Lottery Commissions were eliminated, a new
Bureau of Liquor and Lotteries in the Department of Finance and Administration
(see Chapter 5) could oversee both operations. It is estimated that contracting the
Lottery and elimination of the two Commissions will save $ _million annualfy.

Institutional Services: Prison Facilities. The State should explore the
opportunity of operating its minimum security facilities, including pre-release
ana detention centers, under contractual arrangements with private entities. In
addition, certain services :provided throughout the correctional system, such as
health care services, coula be provided under contractual arrangements with
private sector providers. Based upon estimates of savings in other states from
similar kinds of arrangements, we estimate the potential of realizing savings in
excess of $x million annually.
Institutional Services: Mental Health and Related Institutions. The State is
embarked on a poli~ of providing care for those affected by mental illness in the
least restrictive settings, consistent with the Au~sta Mental Health Institute
Consent Decree and the recommendations of the Systems Assessment
Commission. That policy means using ambulatory settings, a~encies and
institutions close to patient/ client home communities, and it reinforces the
potential for contracts with non-profit and for-profit entities and individuals for
outpatient, inpatient and support services. It also reinforces the importance of
performance based contracts, insurance of equal access, and the other criteria
suggested by this Commission· in connection with the changes in the delivery of
sucfi services.
The state will continue to be responsible for those individuals affected by
mental illness who are a danger to themselves or others and need care in highly
protective settings. It is certain the state must retain direct responsibility for
forensic patients. It is likely that, for reasons of quality assurance, the state will
continue to be directly responsible for a small group of non-forensic patients with
continuing, very severe problems. In considering those responsibifities and the
future of state involvement in mental health institutional care, attention must be
given to the state's role in providing leadership and support for research and
application of improved approaches to diagnosis and treatment for those with
persistent and severe mental illness. The state should explore the options of
contract or partnership with the private sector for services to those individuals, or
development of the Mental Hea1th Advancement Program, as recommended by
the Systems Assessment Commission.
Consideration should also be ~iven to contracting developmen~al services
now provided through such state institutions and agencies as Pineland, the
- Levinson Center, the Bath Children's Home and the Aroostook Residential Center.
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Laboratory Facilities. This past year the Department of Environmental
Protection combined its laboratory facilities with those of the Department of
Human Services and in the erocess saved $x per year. This was a very useful
step, but we believe it could be carried further. The State should explore
contracting for any and all laboratory services in areas such as marine resources,
water quality testing, agricultural products and other public health areas. Should
the State move to substantial dependence on private laboratories, it will be
essential to make arrangements Ior quality control through such means as
contracts with reference laboratories.

Buildings and Grounds. Property management offers an opportunity to
encourage greater efficiencies, improved quality and savings tbrough the
involvement of rank and file employees in a Total Quality Management program
in the Bureau of Public Improvements Property Management Division. State
employees should be supported in efforts to match or exceed the performance
standards of private sector competitors, while the state is considering the
possibility of a bidding process for services in State office buildings and other
facilities.
Oversight, Management and ~tion of Selected Services. The State
should consiaer establisbing competitive bidding processes for a wide range of
services it currently performs, including the management and operation of the
State's Workers Compensation program for its employees, the operation of the
state Medicaid bills processing system, and the State's printing and publishing
services and Risk Management operations. As in the above recommendation,
existing State a~encies should be encouraged to compete in any bidding
processes, involvmg state employees in the redesign and improvement of agency
operations.
4.4

APPLICATION OF TECHNOL(X;Y AND MODERN MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Discussion

Thoughtful integration of computers and other new or enhanced
technologies into the workplace can increase productivity, enhance the exchange
of information among agencies, improve efficiency and provide management
access to current and accurate information. The use of technology has been
shown time and time again, both in the private and public sectors, to result in
improved efficiency, higher quality products er more effective service delivery,
and significant cost savings.
It is important, however, to give priority attention to the policy
considerations that should drive information systems and operations. The
purposes of collecting, storing, retrieving and making information available must
be clear and consistent with the priorities of state government. In this area, as in
others, long term, strategic planning should be used in making decisions on
needed
information
bases,
the
integration
of
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different information bases, analytic needs, and the information technologies
most appropriate to support the priority information systems.

Fmdings
While State Government has increased its utilization of technology over
the past decade in such areas as Geographic Information Systems,
computerization, and telecommunications, it is not uncommon to find instances
in wbich state employees are saddled with equipment well in excess of 10 years
old, frequently two or more generations beliina "state-of-the-art." In part, this
situation results from an unawareness and lack of a:epreciation of the advantages
of technology. In large measure, however, it results from the budgeting processes
used in State Government which fail to account for technological depreciation.
Regardless, it is clear that, in a number of areas in particular, the utilization of
new or enhanced technologies can result in substantial and immediate savings.
Significant efforts have been made in im:erovin~ the applications and use
of information technology, but the greatest weakness m the State's approach to
information uses has been in the area of developing long term, strategic plans for
setting priorities in the acquisition and integration of information bases that will
support public policy delioerations. The need for such planning will be increased
substantially if the recommendations of this commission are aoopted. It will be
impossible to conduct meaningful long term strategic program planning, outcome
oriented goals in budgets, or performance accountability in program review and
budget revision. Cost benefit analyses will require more extensive and accurate
information bases.
It will also be important to use cost benefit analysis in developing
information systems, using such techniques as marginal pay-off analysis.
Recommendations
NCJI'E: TIDS NEEDS FURTHER REORGANIZATION .AND EXPANSION
TO CONFORM WflH TI-IE DISCUS.5ION AND FINDINGS.

As a matter of general principle, State Government and its various agencies
should be directed to explore every o:pportunity to employ new technologies in
the delivery of services. More specifically, the following actions should be
undertaken:
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1. Interactive Television
a. Access to the ITV system must be assured for all elementary and
secondary schools, campuses of the Maine Technical College
System and the Maine Maritime Academy. That system should &e
utilized· to support enhanced opportunities for distance learning,
including access to a wider array of educational curricula and
course offerin~s, and further cooperation and consolidation among
local school districts and the campuses of our institutions of higher
education.
b. The agencies of State Government, including the Courts and the
Legislature, should increase their utilization of the ITV system for
conducting public hearings, remote processing of records, and
off-site hearings before the various boards and commissions of the
State. (Reference S. Carolina savings.)
2. Information Processing
a. The Department of Human Services should participate in a federal
program which provides a 90% federal match for the acquisition of
enhanced computer technology in the Medicaid program to
eliminate paper claims and simultaneously create a data base for
timely analysis. In the income maintenance area, a 90% federal
match is available to automate eligibility functions. This would
reduce the error rate, improve productivity and enable the State to
move toward a single eligibility process for all of its assistance
programs.
b. The Department of Human Services should initiate a system
adopted recently in Maryland and Massachusetts, among other
states, to utilize electronic funds transfers in lieu of mailing checks
to recipients of all of its transfer payment and other financial
assistance programs. It currently costs $_ per check mailed in
contrast to electronic funds transfer which costs only $_ per
transaction. Since DHS processes approximately _ _ checks per
year, this would result in an immediate savings of$_ per year.
c. Electronic funds transfers should be utilized by the State for its
own payroll, by the Maine State Retirement System for all of its
payments to retired employees, and for any and all payments for
services or products made to vendors or contractors. The State
should require that within two y--ears all such payments be made by
electronic funds transfers and that no clieck.s be printed or
distributed for any purpose after that time. Based upon a cost
differential
of
$_
per
transaction,
such
a
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requirement will save the State $_ and the Retirement System
$_per year.
d. The Maine Bureau of Taxation has recently begun to permit
taxpayers to file returns electronically, thereby $aving both
paperwork and processing time. This effort should be expanded
by requiring large corporate taxpayers and by encouraging other
taxpayers to file electronically.
3. Natural Resource Management
a. The State should continue its investment in the Geographic
Information System (GIS) to ensure that the full potentiaf of the
system can be realized by all agencies of government and by the
private sector.
b. The enabling legislation of the Office of Information Services (OIS)
must be reviewed to ensure that it includes sufficient statutory
authority to permit computerization by the natural resource
agencies in a manner that promotes the exchange of information
and inter-departmental communication.
4. Information Services
The State should establish and OEerate an on-line computer
information bulletin board which woula include:
a. Statistics and other information about the State and its various
political subdivisions.
b. Directories of the various agencies of State Government.
c. Economic development assistance programs such as financial and
technical assistance programs, tourism programs, industrial parks,
and small business information.
d. Regulatory and licensing information and application permits and
forms.
e. Notices of hearings, events, or other activities.
f. Other information.
The bulletin board should be accessed through a toll-free line and should
be available 24 hours a day with technicaf assistance available during
regular business hours. Information contained on the bulletin board
should be maintained by the agency of jurisdiction under the overall
direction of a lead (host) agency. All information should be able to be
downloaded by users.
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4.5

OFFICE SPACE AND FACILITIES

Discussion
Five factors conspire today to make t~e issue of office space and facilities
ripe for top to bottom review:
1. Government grew significantly over the past decade and with this
growth came new office buildings, additional regional facilities, and a
near explosion of leased space arrangements. As State Government
downsizes and is restructured, the space requirements in Augusta and
the many regional centers across the State wilfbe reduced.
2. The State owns a very large number of relatively small, older facilities.
The natural resource agencies alone own more 900 facilities, 70% of
which have an insured replacement value of less than $50,000. These
include small occupied facilities such as ranger houses and watchman
camps, as well as unoccupied garages, storage facilities, woodsheds,
polebarns and radio shacks. Because these are generally older facilities,
the State incurs high maintenance costs.
3. The ~rowth of State Government and the increase in the need for
additional office space and other facilities coincided with an
unprecedented increase in rents and the market value of real estate.
During the current economic recession, real estate has been especially
hard hit, and high quality office space is now going for deeply
discounted prices.
.
4. As a result of changes in the law which occurred in the Supplemental
Budget for fiscal year 1991 (PL 1991, Ch. 9, Sec. L.2) the Bureau of Public
Improvements (BPI), within the Department of Administration, now
hofds all real property leases of State Government for the purpose of
ensuring that these are managed to the best economic advantage of the
State. Since passage of this law, BPI has been examining the State's
leases with tne intent to consolidate regional office space. A regional
center has been established in Farmin~ton which provides space for the
District Court, Corrections, Conservation and Human Services. Limited
regional centers are operating in Skowhegan and Calais.
5. The Special Committee for the New Capitol Area Master Plan made a
preliminary finding that over the long term it is in the interest of the
State to own facilities. However, a detailed financial analysis wh~.ch
includes consideration of tax issues, flexibility needs, building
management costs, inflaf on trends and rental rates, limitations on
current funds and other relevant issues has not been done. The State
currently spends about $13 million a year on leases.
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As a result of these factors, State Government now finds itself encumbered
with rents which are too high, in many: instances on property or facilities which
are, or will soon be, surplus. Among the many opportunities for saving money,
there are few with the immediate potential of rationalizing existing office space
and facilities.

Findings
Significant savings in facility: construction, operation and maintenance
costs can be achievea by coordinated capital planning and systematic
consolidation of facilities owned by the natural resource agencies.
Historically, state agencies have acquired or constructed facilities without
the benefit of formal inter-departmental plannin~ mechanisms to ensure
efficiency in capital expenditures and avoid auplicahon. It appears likely that
overall facility operation and maintenance costs can be reduced significantly
through the consolidation, lease or sale of duplicative or unnecessary facilities.
While the present law authorizes the Bureau of Public Improvements to
require the co-location of leased regional offices, BPI could be more aggressive in
pursuing such co-location. There are three central parameters which ought to
guide co-location efforts: 1) increased efficiency, 2) cost savings and 3) increased
public accessibility. In addition, there has been no complete analysis of the
feasibility and appropriateness of converting leased space into owned space. This
issue is related to tfie issue of co-location of offices and must be examined in
connection with the context of regionalization in order to maximize the
effectiveness of both efforts.
Existing State budgeting procedures that require revenue from the sale of
capital assets to revert to the General Fund may be removing incentives for
efficient financial management of capital assets. Permitting the agencies to retain,
and re-invest, a portion of the revenues derived from tne sale of ca£ital assets
may, in the short term, create direct incentives for managers to identify and sell
obsolete or unnecessary facilities, and may, in the longer term, create savings
through more efficient capital planning.
Recommendations

The Bureau of Public Improvements should preeare an analysis of state
government facilities needs, identify facilities that could be sold as part of a
consolidation of space at statewide and regional levels, and recommend a plan for
consolidation and improved use of space. The BPI should contract for the
necessary expertise wnerever necessary, taking care to avoid potential conflicts of
interest. Th-? effort should include a complete and thorougn analysis of existing
state office space and facilities, the development of a strategy to rationalize sucn
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space and facilities through consolidation, purchase, liquidation, or construction
and the identification of specific state-owned facilities best suited for sale. This
analysis should be conducted in phases so that any final space and facilities plan
reflects the result of restructuring efforts initiated during the upcoming
legislative session.
A Facilities Consolidation Commission, appointed by the Governor, should
be established to to oversee this process and to receive and rule on
recommendations from BPI for the sale of state-owned facilities. The Commission
should report annually to the Governor and the Legislature on its
recommendations and on the sales executed during the prior year. The
Commission's mandate should include- specific targets for facility liquidation.
The Governor should be authorized, wherever is not already the case, to sell
surplus facilities identified through this process.
As part of its on-going responsibilities, BPI should develop a model for
assessing the cost advantages of owning versus leasing facilities. In addition, BPI
should develop a space ana facilities plan which complements the regionalization
of the restructured agencies, maximizes co-locations of different state agencies,
maximizes cost savings to the State and promotes public accessibility.
The Commission's first report and accompanying facilities sales
recommendations should be submittea to the Legislature by December 15, 1992.
4.6.

REGIONALIZATION AND DECENTRALJZATION

Discussion

The mandate to the Commission called for recommendations that will lead
to more efficient, more effective, less costly and more responsive state
government. That mandate could be seen as internally inconsistent, if we held to
the view that traditional, hierarchical structures are most efficient and that citizen
participation and professional :public administration are incompatible. We do not
support those views. At a time when the complexity of social problems is
escalating, when the economy is more volatile, and with the pressures on state
and loca1 governments to resolve the issues of public service demands and
limited economic resources, it is imperative that public policies have the
knowledgeable support of citizens engaged in the development of those policies
through their elected representatives and executives and through their advice in
the crafting of legislation and implementation of programs.

Findings
That is a difficult task in any state. The problem in Maine is complicated
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by the state's relatively low population densiry and the absence of intermediate
governance structures between state and local governments. The fragmentation
and confusion in the regional organization of state departments, agencies and
programs adds to the obstacles to citizen access to public services and the
mecbanisms of governance. That fragmentation is also an obstacle to effective
organization of related state services and programs, across the spectrum of health
ana. human services, conservation and resource management, the administration
of regulatory and public safety programs, and support for government
infrastructure.
A review of the reports from Governor Longley' s Task Force on Regional
and District Org~nizations, which completed its work more than a decade ago,
reveals a lack of any significant gains in rationalization of state services and
operations at the regional level. It also reinforces the impression that little
headway has been made in strengthening the capacity of regional and local
organizations to work together effectively outside the arena of land use planning.
The Commission does not have a mandate to examine or make
recommendations on the roles, responsibilities and relationships of regional,
county and municipal agencies. It has reached some conclusions, however, with
respect to the direction in which state government should move in decentralizing
responsibilities for planning, program initiatives and resource allocations,
especially in education, health and social services. It has also concluded that the
state must move to rationalize its own regional organization to supeort regional
and local citizen participation in policy-making and program implementation,
oversight and revision.
The Commission has concluded that no single regional structure can fit all
state department and agency needs. Different combinations of localities or
geograpfuc areas must be arranged to deal with different issues. In some cases,
for example, rivers divide communities or areas. In other instances, communities
in watersneds must work together in making policy: decisions about the use and
management of common resources. It is possible, however, to conceive of two
broad categories of regions that would serve state government's structural and
operationaf needs. Those categories are human services and natural resources. A
tlurd category, which might oe termed government infrastructure, may also be
necessary, but that is less clear.
The development of consistent regional boundaries in human service and
natural resource areas would, in our view, support the development of fewer, but
more effective regional advisory groups tnat could supeort coordinated and
cooperative planning, resource allocation, program evaluation and change.
Citizen participation and input could be enhanced. That, in turn, should support
more timely planning for education, health, human services, economic
development, transrortation, conservation and environmental frotection,
reducing the risk o last minute, destructive controversy. Regiona advisory
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groups could also supyort statewide advisory boards and commissions that could
address broad issues o public policy.
Recommendations
Health & social services. There is minimum consistency in the boundaries
of regions organized by the departments of Education, Human Services, Mental
Healtb and Retardation, Labor, and the smaller agencies that deal with the
education, health, social service and employment needs of our individual citizens,
public and private agencies and corporations. The lack of regional consistency
and the absence of consolidated regional state offices exacerbates the
fragmentation of services and resources imposed by categorical grants, variations
in _program eligibility, and divided responsibility for service oversight and
delivery.

We recommend that the human service departments and agencies, with the
assistance of the State Planning Office and the advice of the Legislature,
community and regional leaders and individual citizens, develop detaifed plans
for consolidation of state ~overnment regions and co-location of state human
service offices, consistent with the following, general criteria:
1. state government human service regions should be small enough to
foster access to services and participation in governance at the regional
level; a countervailing balance that assures a sufficient population base
and infrastructure to support effective regional policy-making, oversight
and improvement in programs and services should also have
considerable weight in setting regional sizes; and
2. state government human service regions should be organized around
natural market areas that can be determined by the patterns of retail
trade, employment, health and human service delivery, educational
districts, and transportation systems.
Plans for the revised regional boundaries should be comfleted in time for
submission to the Legislature PY December 15, 1992. The 16th Legislature
should complete action on the proposed boundaries by February 15, 1993, and the
new regional arrangements shouldbe implemented by December 31, 1993.
Natural resources. There is virtually no consistency between the re~ions
designated by the different natural resource agencies, even within single
deJ?artments. No convincing arguments have been advanced that there is a
rational basis for the boundaries. History, the accidents of individual
assignments, and the accretion of institutional identification and turf have fixed
boundaries that, in most cases, bear no relationship to the natural features of the
land, the distribution of different species of flora and fauna or the flow of waters.
Similar deficiencies exist with respect to transportation systems amd potential
shared use of personnel.
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We recommend that the natural resource departments and agencies of state
government, with assistance from the State Planning Office and the advice of the
Legislature, regional and local agencies and private citizens, revise the boundaries
of the state's natural resource agencies to make them consistent with natural
resources areas such as the major watersheds of the state .. Planning for those
redefined regions should also include arrangements for co-location of facilities
and support structures.
Natural resource area based regions should support more effective and
coordinated planning and management of forest, lana and water resources,
including fish and wildlife in inlana and coastal areas.
Plans for the revised regional boundaries should be completed in time for
submission to the Legislature by December 15, 1992. The 116th Legislature
should complete action on the proposed boundaries by February 15, 1993, and the
new regional arrangements should be implemented by December 31, 1993.
4.7

BOARDS AND COMMIS.5IONS

Discussion
Introduction. The Commission is charged by its enabling legislation to
review "each board and commission ... to determine the continuing need for the
board or commission and to weigh the need against the staffing and other
operating costs ... " (P.L. 1991, c.528). With the assistance of the Secretary of State,
tfie Commission undertook this review subject to the limits of available time and
other resources. The large number of boards and the very wide range of their
roles and importance in conjunction with the Commission's other responsibilities
precluded individual review of each board and commission. Rather, the
Commission reviewed the state's mechanisms · for managing its boards and
commissions and makes recommendations to improve that system along with a
proposal to force substantive review of the numerous advisory panels over a
two-year period.
Categories. Based on the mechanism for creation, there are three types of
governmental board:

1. Statutory enactment - generally established and described in the Maine
Revised Statutes Annotated, typically with a reference in 5 :MRSA §12001
et seq. Establishment in unallocated public or private and special law is
also possible.
2. Other legislative action- establish~d by resolve, joint order or action by
the Legislative Council.
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3. Executive action - established by executive order or bureaucratic
initiative.
Boards of the first type (statutory:) have codified descriptions, missions and
procedures. There are currently 289 boards listed in the statutory inventory
found at 5 l\1RSA §12001 et seq. Commission staff identified an additional six
boards in statute without reference to these provisions of Title 5 for a total of 295
statutory boards. By comparison, there were 196 and 242 statutory boards in 1983
and 1987 respectively. There may be a small number of statutory boards not
found by the staff's research in other statutes or in unallocated provisions of
public or private and special laws. Amendment or the termination of statutory
boards requires actions oy both the Legislature and the Governor.
The statutory inventory provides twelve catesories of boards ranginS from
"occupational and professional" boards to "adVIsory boards with mmimal
authority". As illustrated in Figure_, fully 45% of the boards are advisory in
nature.
While the boards in the second category (other legislative action), may vary
widely in their permanence and authority, these boards tend to be temporary in
duration and focussed on specific finite tasks. Most typical of this group are
study commissions given a one to two year charge and a specific reporting date.
The Legislative Council has adopted a set of policies to ensure that the boards it
creates of this type are staffed appropriately, nave reasonably well-defined goals
and have specific schedules and reporting (termination) dates. At any ~iven time
there may be 10 to 15 of these entitles. Because they are largely self-extinguishing
they are not treated further here.
The final category of boards (executive action) presents a more difficult
inventory problem ilian that of the other rypes. There 1s not a central inventory
and the lists that do exist frequently mingle this type with the others resulting in
a substantial level of confusion. In general however, these boards are created by
the Governor or a departmental executive to advise the executive branch on some
aspect of its operations. While it is impossible to give any precise estimate of the
number of active boards in this category, it could be as large a group as the
statutory boards based on a review of information submitted by several of the
larger departments. The role and continued existence of boards in the category is
entirely within the control of the executive branch.
Current status of administration of boards. As noted earlier, the Secretary
of State administers a system to track appointments to and activities of statutory
boards. All entities listed in 5 :tvfRSA §12004-A through §1200{-L are reguired to
report a variety of information regarding meetings, membersnip and
expenditures to the Jecretary of State. Under 5 l\1RSA §12006, members ofboards
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that fail to report are not eligible to receive any compensation or reimbursement
of expenses. The Secretary of State provides a list of all non-reeorting boards to
the Commissioner of Finance who, in turn, must contact these boards to collect
the necessary information. A board's failure to respond after these efforts
constitutes "unwillingness to fulfill a public purpose" ana., under 5 :MRSA §12006,
triggers abolition of the board by the Commissioner of Finance. The Secretary of
State provides an annual report on all boards to the Governor and the joint
standing committee of the Legislature having jurisdiction over state government.
In 1990, almost 90 statutory boards, primarily advisory, did not report to
the Secretary of State. As best as can be determined, the Secretary of State did.not
seek re:ports from these boards. In some instances, the boards have claimed an
exemption from the reporting requirements. The legal basis for such an
exemption is not apparent. In other instances, the Secretary of State staff report
that, upon the past suggestion of the Commissioner of Finance's office, they use
the Annual Report of State Government rather than the Title 5 :MRSA inventory
as the source of the list of boards required to report.

Purposes and costs. As can be seen from the large number of types of
boards created in statute, these entities can serve many purposes. Since tfte last
major reorganization of state ~overnment (1970-73) and during the intervening
period, the purely administrative role of boards has been greatly reduced. Most
boards today can be described as regulatory or policy setting, coordinating, or
advisory. Because the advisory category is the largest single group and because
the Commission interprets its mandate to focus on this type, furtfier discussion,
with the noted exceptions, concentrates on this group.
All advisory boards and commissions were created for purposes that, at
the time, were viewed as important to the operation of a particular piece of state
government. The start-up of a new agency or program is frequently accompanied
oy the creation of one or more advisory boaras to oversee implementation.
Frequently, these boards are also seen as having a continuing role in the operation
of the new program. In other situations, a judgment is made that an existing
program would benefit from an advisory board. In all of these situations, five
objectives are sought that form the basis of evaluative criteria recommended by
the Commission.
·
• Provi~e p~blic input into governm~ntal decision. making beyond that
occurring informally or as part of various rule-making procedures.
• Provide a higher level of independent oversight of governmental actions,
particularly for controversial programs.
.
• Provide a forum for the mediation and discussion of e:ontroversial
aspects of a governmental action.
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• Provide a source of organized public support for a program.
• Provide access to specific expertise unavailable within state government.
While advisory boards certainly can provide many useful functions they
are not without their costs. Keeping in mind that these costs may all be justifiable
in any given circumstance, the costs can be broken into three groups:
• Direct financial costs. These are relatively minor since most advisory
board members receive minimal, if any, per diem payments along with
expense reimbursements for attendance at board meetings.
• Administrative costs. The Secretary of State, the Department of Finance
and the various appointing authorities (most frequently the Governor)
must keep track of the administrative details of the boards, including
maintenance of membership and tracking of expenses. This activity
obviously requires some staff effort although, for any given board, the
level of this effort is generally low.
• Interaction costs. The agency that is paired with the advisory board
incurs staff costs in its relation to the board. While some of these are
relatively insignificant, such as arranging meetings, collecting expense
vouchers and the like, other staffing requirements may be more
significant. The agency may have to prepare and respond to substantive
agenda of an advisory board. In controversial situations, an advisory
board may be the source of public pressure for an agency to change its
actions in ways that will incur costs. Some government officials, by
virtue of their position, are ex-officio members of many boards thus
creating a substantial drain on their time.
Because there is no central administration of all boards and commissions it
is not possible to estimate costs with any degree of precision. The direct financial
outlay of roughly _$560,900 reported as the compensation and direct expenses of
all boards ($87,600 for advisory boards) gives a rough indication of the
magnitude of these costs. As noted earlier, almost 90 boards, mostly advisory,
did not report in 1990. In addition, some boards have staff allocated directly to
them. These costs are not reported here. Thus, these figures underestimate total
direct financial costs.
Findings

The absence of annual reports from 28% o(all statutory boards makes it
difficult to draw conclusions from available data on costs and
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level of activity. In addition, the existence of statutory boards with no reference
in the Title 5 l\1RSA inventory and the lack of any comprehensive data on boards
created by the executive branch further clouds the picture.
Desrite the system and procedures laid out in statute, there remains a
great dea of confusion over the reporting responsibilities of boards and
procedural responsibilities of the Secretary of State and Commissioner of
Finance. Commission staff found no occurrence of board abolition due to
non-reporting although a small number of boards have been denied
reimbursement of expenses due to reporting delays. Given the high level of
non-reporting, this indicates that the existing mechanism for winnowing out
inactive or non-responsive boards is ineffective. Further, it is also clear that the
existing procedures are not designed to identify and eliminate unnecessary
boards.
While cost data is incomplete, it does appear that direct cost savings
resulting from the consolidation or elimination of boards would be modest at best
in the overall context of the state budget. However, the indirect costs and other
demands boards place on executive branch agencies are substantial and do
warrant detailed review, particularly in the advisory area.
While the Commission has not reviewed the occupational and professional
licensing boards in detail, there appears to be at least some potential for
consolidation or elimination of these boards. The Commission notes the existence
in statute of a sound set of criteria that could be used in such an effort.

Recommendations
Given the level of confusion and non-reporting in the tracking system
administered by the Secretary of State, the Commission recommends the
following actions:

Consolidation and elimination
• With an effective date of July 1, 1993, enact a repeal of all 130 advisory
boards referenced in Title 5 MRSA along with all other statutory
references.
• All statutory advisory boards should be reviewed by the legislative
committees of jurisdiction over the next 18 months to consolidate their
functions or to confirm their repeal. Those boards retained or
consolidated should have inserted in their enabling statutes a codified
(statutory) repealer clause to force future review after some period not to
exceed 5 year'3.
• The Legislature should adopt, by joint rule, a review policy that would
be
applied
by
the
joint
standing
committees
of
the
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Legislature over the next 18 months. The policy should incorporate the
criteria discussed below. Legislative committees should be required to
issue written reports justifying the retention of any.
• The Governor should conduct a review of all boards created by executive
order for possible consolidation or elimination.
• The Governor should direct all Commissioners and other agency heads
to conduct a review of all informally-created boards for possible
. consolidation or elimination.
• The Governor should adopt by executive order standards for the
establishment and periodic re-justification of ad-hoc boards &
commissions.
• The Legislature and the Governor should employ the following criteria
for evaluating the boards affected by the preceding recommendations:
1. Is the board required by federal law?
2. If the board was intended a source of expertise and/ or public input
during the start-up of a new program and the program is
im?.lemented, is the board still necessary?
3. Is 1t likely that the agency will obtain adequate public input and
access to special expertise through other channels, thus obviating the
need for tbe board? NOTE: The flexibility of an informal group
should be balanced with the possibility that the commissioner being
"advised" may be disinclined or otherwise .less likely to hear
dissenting opinions coming from an informal group.
4. Related to #3, is the area of the agency's responsibility sufficiently
important and/ or controversial so as to require a formal advisory
function through a statutorily-created boara as a matter of good
government?
5. Does the board undertake actions or have responsibilities that are
redundant with those of the agency or that violate sound
management principles?
6. Can one board assume the responsibilities and authority of another
board that are redundant with its own?
7. Can qualified board members be recruited on a regular basis?
8. Is the board's level of activity sufficient to fulfill its purposes?
Frequency and length of meetings; level of member attendance. Note
that some boards may need to meet frequently and/ or regularly
while others may only serve intermittent needs.
9. Is the compensation policy being consistently applied? NOTE:
Maine law pro~. ides, generally, that members of advisory boards
should not receive more than $25 per day of compensation in
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addition to reimbursement of expenses. Since this policy was
adopted, however, nine exceptions have been made.
10. Are the issues under consideration by the board of sufficient public
interest or importance to warrant the procedural safeguards of the
Maine Freedom of Access law (notice, public access to meetings and
documents)?

Administrative
• The Revisor of Statutes and the Secretary of State should review statutes
to locate any statutory boards for which there is not a reference in the
Title 5 MR.SA inventory. These parties should submit legislation
incorporating the appropriate references to the joint standing committee
having jurisdiction over state government.
• The Secretary of State should seek reports from all boards referenced in 5
MRSA §12001 et seq and should not use the Annual Report of State
Government as its primary source. The Secretary of State should refer
exemption requests to the Legislature for further consideration.
• The Secretary of State should introduce legislation on or before March 1
in the first regular session of each biennium to repeal all boards that did
not report in prior calendar year.
• The provisions requiring the Commissioner of Finance to abolish
non-reporting boards should be repealed. The provision that prohibits
the Commissioner of Finance from authorizing the payment of
compensation or expense reimbursements to members of non-reporting
boards should be retained.
• Direct the Commissioner of Professional and Financial Re~lation to
conduct an assessment of the potential for consolidating or eliminating
any of the professional regulatory boards with that Department's
jurisdiction.
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5.0 Organization of Services
5.1

BACKGROUND

Efforts to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of government have
traditionally concentrated on the organizational structure of the departments and
agencies that make up the government. The orthodox view of public
aaministration stresses six elements ofan effective governmental structure:
• Concentration of authority and responsibility;
• Departmentalization and functional integration;
• The undesirability of boards for purely administrative work;
• Coordination of staff services for administration;
• Independent financial audit capability; and
• Recognition of the Governor's cabinet.
(Conant, J.K., 1988)
Early in its deliberations, the Commission decided that structural
reorganization would not be its exclusive focus for two reasons. First, the
structure of Maine's state government was substantially and successfully
reorganized in the early 1970's; a structure that continues to define the way Maine
government looks "on paper". At that time, sweeping changes were made that
cut the number of agencies and departments from about 200 to 15 with majority
of these controlled directly througb the Governor's cabinet (Conant, J.K., 1986;
SPO, 1971). Though the number has since grown to approximately 20 major state
agencies and certainly some efficiencies can still be realized, the current overall
structure still generally satisfies the requisites of the criteria listed above. Table_
provides an overview of the current structure of state government in Maine.
Second, the academic literature and the experience of many Commission
members indicates that redrawing the or~anizational chart rarely provides, by
itself, the results sought by this CommISsion in the areas of accountability,
effectiveness and efficiency. Indeed, the "political realist" school of public
administration views traditional reorganizations as opportunities to enhance or
decrease a governor's power, insulate or expose a governmental function to the
influence of special interests, get rid of unpopular individuals, influence political
appointments or influence substantive public policy (South Carolina State
Reorganization Commission, 1991). Tnus, while the Commission does
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recommend the reorganization of certain governmental functions, it has
concentrated on improving the processes of government as discussed elsewhere.
in this report (see Chapter IV).
The Governor and the Legislature did explicitly direct the Commission to.
examine certain specific organizational issues. These included:
• creation of a Department of Families and Children;
• creation of a Department of Justice;
• consolidation of the Departments of Finance and Administration
• establishment of a Cultural Affairs Bureau; and
• establishment of an Office of Advocacy.
The Commission also had before it proposals to consolidate the natural
resource departments and agencies.
In addition to these, the Commission has identified a very limited number
of organizational changes that will complement its other recommendations. Each
of these additional prof osals has been the subject of substantial public discussion
over the past severa years. Those discussions have greatly informed the
recommenaations made fl.ere.

If implemented, these recommendations will result in significant efficiency
improvements and will improve the effectiveness of the related programs.
Clients of state services will benefit, state resources will be better managed and
some cost-savin~ should result both in the short and long term. The Commission
cannot emphasize enough, however, the importance of moving beyond the
simple consolidation or relocation of existing bureaus, divisions and offices of
departments and agencies. Improved service, innovation, quality, cost efficiency
ana effectiveness, can only be achieved if the reorganization 1s matched with
"flattening" the hierarchical organization charts, eliminating unnecessary
fragmentation of functions witbin departments, eliminating unnecessary
supervisory positions and management superstructures, and introducing Total
Quality Management principles.
In each case, the Commission recommends a timetable for implementation
of the reorganization proposals, as follows:
1. By April 1, 1992, the Legislature approve each of the basic reorganization
proposals in principle, and manaate the Executive Branch to develop
aetailed recommendations, including statutory language on the
departmental mission, principles on how the department will operate,
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revision of basic statutes governing def>artment responsibilities, and
a general description of the departmental organization;
2. By December 1, 1992, the detailed recommendations should be
submitted to the Legislature, for consideration by the 116th Legislature;
and
3. By May 1, 1993, the Legislature should act on the implementation for
completing the proposecf reorganization.
5.2

HEALTII AND scx:cAL SERVICES

5.2.1

Coordination

Discussion

We recommend major organizational change in the areas of health and
social services. Three existing State agencies are abolished and replaced with two
new ones. We recommend this, however, with a keen awareness that the
objective is not to rearrange the boxes, but to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of service delivery. To the degree that moving services will be a means
to that end, we recommend it, but of paramount importance is the establishment
of an effective communication and f>roblem solvin~ mechanism among services,
regardless of their locations. Short of creating a billion dollar "mega-department,"
(wruch we reject as unwieldy) interrelated health and social services will continue
to be offered by more than one State agency. An entiry with authority is needed
to foster collaboration that leads to more efficient and effective programs and to
act on behalf of the Governor to settle disagreements among the agencies.
The present coordinating mechanism, the Interdepartmental Council
(IDC), has had some successes but has relied on a consensus process that
effectively gives veto power to any single participating agency. For example, if
the four major departments (Human Services, Mental Health and Mental
Retardation, Corrections and Education) are working out a fragile funding
compromise that relies on contributions from each department, the agreement
falls apart if one department withdraws its support. The chairmanship of the IOC
rotates among agency heads, with the effectiveness of the chair depending upon
that person's ability to persuade fellow IDC members. It is perhaps an indication
of frustration with the present IDC }Jrocess that staffing was reduced from four
positions to one in the current biennial budget.
Finding

Regardless of the organization of State government, most consumers of
health and social services nave a variety of needs provided by more than one
among
agencies.
State
agency,
requiring
high-level
coordination
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The Interdepairtmental Council Process
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Despite good-faith efforts on the part of department heads, no interdepartmental
coordinating mechanism exists that has the authority, staff and budget to provide
leadership for extensive coordination and collaborat10n.
Recommendation

Raise coordination and collaboration to rriority status. Use some of the
savings found through the reorganization o health and social services to
reconstitute the Interdepartmental Council (IDC) into an office of the Executive
Department, with a director representing the Governor, an independent budget
and staff, and authoriry to foster collaboration among departments and, when
necessary, to represent the Governor in settling disputes ana allocating resources
amons- departments. This should be done regardless of the or~anization of State
as-encies. Examples of the collaboration envisioned for the IDC include three tasks
given to them in this report: studying juvenile corrections issues, identifying
ways to make funding more flexible, and identify!t:tg new public-private
partnershiJ?S in the health and social services area. (See Chart A) The Legislature
should review the effectiveness of the newly strengthened IDC by January, 1994.
INSERT CHART A on IDC
5.2.2 Fra~entation, Duplication and Responsiveness to Consumer
Needs
Discussion

Fragmentation and duplication have been identified as major problems in
the areas of health and social services dating at least as far back as the early 1970s
when Governor Curtis proposed major cban~es in the organization of State
government. More recent studies have identified these prob1ems in everything
from children's and family services (President's and Speaker's Blue ~ibbon
Commission on Children and Families, 1991; Governor's Task Force to Improve
Services for Maine's Children, Youth and Families, final report pending, 1991) to
long-term care (Commission to Study the Level of Services for Maine's Elderly
Citizens, 1990) to housing (Interagency Task Force on Homelessness and Housing
Opportunities, 1991) to mental health services (Systems Assessment Commission,
1991). Cutting across all service areas are duplication and fragmentation in
licensing, contracting and evaluation, which not only waste money but lead to
conflicting expectations ·of service providers. Duplication and fragmentation are
inefficient, reduce the effectiveness of services, and create a nightmare of access
problems for consumers. These symptoms lead to frustration and anger on the
part of tax payers, undermining support for critical servic..?s.
these

Categorical funding streams bear signifkant responsibility for creating
problems, but they need not be insurmountable barriers to
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solving them. Grouping related funding streams into single a~encies for
allocat10n will at least assure that one hand knows what the other is domg.
In attempting to study the area of health and social services, it quickly
becomes clear that the sheer mass of needs and programs makes it very easy for
them to overlap or fragment in different parts of fue system. If one examines
services from tlie perspective of existing organizational structures, it is easy to fall
prey to the very fragmentation and duplication that one is trying to address. In
an attempt to avoid that trap, the Commission identified the major consumer
groups tnat receive health and social services and conducted its analysis from the
point of view of consumers, rather than around existing departments or
programs. Those groups are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children, Youth and Families;
People Who Abuse Substances;
People Who are Homeless or Inadequately Housed;
People Who are Unemployed or Unaeremployed;
Older People;
Abused and Neglected Adults;
People with Mental Illness;
People with Mental Disabilities;
People with Physical Disabilities;
People with Chronic Illness; and
Consumers of Acute Care, Public Health and Disease Prevention
Services.

Next, the Commission identified the services that are currently offered to
each consumer grou:p, as well as gaps that exist in the service delivery systems.
The resulting matrix (See appenaix 1 not yet included) offers a visual
representation of where services overlap, duplicate one another or do not exist.
Finding

As services evolve, they become fragmented and less responsive to
consumers. This appears to be attributable in large part to categorical funding
streams. Services are developed around those streams, creating formidable access
problems for consumers wno must face several eligibility processes in several
agencies. This is most apparent for children and families, who may be receiving
services from 6 .or more major State agencies. Fragmentation has resulted in
duplication or overla:p of several services and functions, including case
mana~ement, information and referral, advocacy and abuse investigations,
licensing, management infor:rn.ation systems, planning, contracting and
evaluation, and aciult protective services. Despite fhe dupfication that exists in
some areas, significant gaps exist in others, suggesting that a realignment of some
functions will free resources for reallocation to unmet service needs.
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Recommendations

Develop a unified information and referral system for all health, social, and
educational services. (See chart B)
Abolish the Department of Human Services and the Department of Mental
Health and Mental Retardation. Realign services into a Department of Children
and Families and a Department of Health and Developmental Services. Within
each department, organize services along consumer lines to break down
categorical barriers and facilitate access. (See Charts C and D)
Establish unified case management; intake, contracting, licensing and
evaluation systems within both of the new departments.
Abolish the Division of Community Services and move its functions to
other State agencies that already provide similar services, for administrative
savings of approximately $250,000 per year. Administer the Community Services
Block Grant "pass through" to Community Action Agencies through the
contracting unit in the Department of Child and Family Services. (See chart E)
Consolidate services for people who are homeless or at risk of
homelessness at the Maine State Housing Authority. These include homelessness
and heating assistance programs presently at the Division of Community
Services, as well as homelessness programs presently at the Department of
Economic and Community Development.
Move Bureau of Rehabilitation services that relate to disabilities to the
Department of Health and Developmental Services. Move Bureau of
Rehabilitation job training and placement functions to the Department of Labor.
At the same time, rehabilitation services and programs offered as part of the
Workers' Injury Compensation system should be integrated with the overall
system of rehabilitation services and not sustained as a separate program.
The IDC should convene a task force to determine whether juvenile
correctional services should remain part of the Department of Corrections or
should be moved to the Department oI Children and Families, and to recommend
strategies to improve services for consumers of juvenile correctional services and
to increase the eligibility of these clients for 3rd party payment for services. The
task force should include representatives from the Executive and Legislative
branches and should last no longer than three months. Juvenile correctional
services include juvenile detention, probation and parole, the Maine Youth
Center, and community-based programs.
INSERT CHART B,C,D,E
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5.2.3 Consolidation of Advocacy Services

Discussion
Advocacy organizations are presently sprinkled within and outside of
State government, offering a variety of services at different levels of quality.
Some are within State aepartments and receive their funds through the
departments (e.g. Department of Corrections, Office of Advocacy), some are
independent State agencies that receive an appropriation in their own right
(Maine Committee on Aging), some receive federal funds (Long-term Care
Ombudsman), some are non-profit organizations that contract with State agencies
to provide advocacy (Legal Services for the Elderly) and others are non-profit.
organizations that receive direct appropriations from the Legislature (Pine Tree
Legal Assistance). Size ranges from quite large (Pine Tree Legal Assistance) to
single-person staffs (Maine Commission on Mental Health). Most include a board
or commission that sets policy in its area.
Functionally, the organizations can be grouped into 2 major categories.
One group serves a civif rights function. Organizations in this group are
generally charged with the protection of rights of individual reClJJients of
services, and fiave authority to investigate alleged violations (e.g. Office of
Advocacy in the DeJJartment of Mental Health and Mental Rehabilitation). The
other group serves a broader consumer advocacy function, and works to advance
the causes of broad classes of people. Activities of this group often include public
education, departmental oversight and lobbying (e.g. Commission on Mental
Health). The Commission is inclined to focus exclusively on the fir$t category.
Two major concerns need to be addressed in this area. First, most of these
organizations have administrative expenses that, because of their size, are large
refative to their program costs. A one-person organization needs an office,
telephone, copying machine, etc. Joining several of them into an independent
State agency ~overned by a single representative policy board would sharply
reduce administrative costs. It would also give tnese advocacy organizations
greater autonomy. For many consumers, this consolidation of resources would
enhance rather than reduce advocacy efforts.
Secondly, many of the smaller organizations, though critically important,
have become the target of budget cutters. Many are extremely vulnerable
because they are perceived to be unnecessary frills with high administrative costs,
and the number of them causes people to think that they are overlapping and
wasteful. Ironically, many of them are most important to their constituents when
budgets are being ::ut. Also, concerns have been expressed that the dispersed
nature of the organizations makes it very difficult to gauge how much the State is
spending on the function of advocacy. The Commission believes that
consolidation is a win-win proposal because it will strengthen and protect
advocacy and reduce costs.
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Finding
Advocacy organizations serve a critical quality control function in State
government. Advocacy organizations are presently located within the
departments they mom tor. fn these times of fiscal stress, they have become
vulnerable, even though their function is perhaps most critical when budgets are
being cut.
·

Recommendation
The Commission is considering two, possible complementary,
recommendations. First, to the greatest extent allowed under federal law,
combine advocacy services into an independent State Office of Advocacy. The
Office should be governed by an boara of public members that reflects the
various consumer interests represented in the Office. Second, Examine the
possibility of contracting with private, nonprofit groups, such as Pine Tree Legal
Assistance and Legal Services for the Elderly, for client advocacy services . (See
chart F)
·
insert Chart F
5.3 EDUCATION AND CULTURAL SERVICF..5
5.3.1

Introduction

Education has presented one of the most complicated and difficult set of
structural, organizational, operational and policy issues for the Commission. As
much as we may espouse tfte concept of lffelong education, and as much as we
may desire to integrate state education policies for elementary, secondary and
post-secondary education, we find ourselves dealing with different institutions
and agencies possessing different degrees of independence and responsibilities.
Furthermore, we are examining issues related to restructuring the governance
and management of the state's education programs at a time of wiae ranging
societal debate over the restructuring of education itself.
Maine's constitution assigns responsibility for elementary and secondary
education to its towns and cities. But, over the years the state has assumed a
larger and lar~er responsibility for directing, supervising, regulating and funding
public education. The evolution of school unions and school administrative
districts have further clouded responsibility for policy-making and governance.
There are also questions about the role and true responsibilities of the State Board
of Education. State budget shortfalls, uncertainty ab0ut State aid to education
and local property tax disputes further exacerbate the debate over funding
formulas and state education mandates.
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In higher education the state has invested heavily in the University of
Maine System, the Maine Technical College System and the Maine Maritime
Academy. Each is governed by a Board of Trustees. There are some apparent
overlaps in programs and, increasingly, there are even gray areas between some
aspects of secondary and post-secondary education.
The Commission is not in a position to prescribe solutions for the state's
educational organization dilemmas, but it has identified some of the major issues
and is recommending mechanisms for further analysis, planning and the
development of proposals to resolve those issues.
Because each of these issues will require intensive effort, the assignment of
responsibility for further investigation is critical. The Commission has not yet
proposed these assignments and 1s actively seeking public input on this question.
The Commission is considering the potential roles of three, very different groups
in this regard. These groups are aescribed below. The public is specifically
invited to mdicate its preferences for assignments.
The three groups are:
• The Coalition for Excellence in Education. This group is a
public/private partnership supported by the Maine Deve1opment
Foundation. Its membersnip 1s representative of a wide range of
business and educational interests. The Commission is concerned that
the Coalition's membership would have to be broadened to include
representation from low-income and other groups with special needs in
oraer to take on some of the questions raised in tfie following discussion.
• The State Board of Education. The Board is part of the Del'artment of
Education. It advises the Commissioner on matters of educational policy
along with some limited policy-making authori~ of its own. The Board
also makes decisions, includmg some regulations, governing certain
aspects of the state's education system, primarily the elementary and
secondary portions. These decisions include some funding decisions and
teacher certification standards.
• The Public Education Strategic Planning Council. The Council would be
a new group established by the Legislature and the Governor. Its
membership should include the Chancellor of the University of Maine
System, the President of the Maine Technical College System, the
President of the Maine Maritime Academy, the Commissioner of
Education and one member from each higher education insti~tion's
board of trustees and one member from the State Board of Education.
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5.3.2 Strategic Planning

~ion
As the Commission notes throughout this report, strategic _planning is an
essential component of sound policy development and priority setting. Given the
paramount importance of education at all levels, government has a fundamental
responsibility to establish policies and set priorities that enable educational
systems to provide a quality education with the greatest efficiency. Long term
strategic planning at the state-wide level and within individual education systems
plays an integraf role in the development of sensible education policy. Each of
Maine's educational delivery systems (the University of Maine System, Maine
Technical College System, Maine Maritime Academy and the K-12 system)
already employ strategic planning to one extent or another. The executive and
legislative branches of government both make significant contributions to
education policy, but they have until now treated the different education systems
largely as discrete entities for purposes of planning and funding.
Finding

There is an opportunity for greater coordination and planning between the
state's educational aelivery systems. There is also a need for continued
commitment to planning within individual systems. Although planning within
each system has become increasingly sophisticated in recent years, the absence of
consistent, formal communication links between the four systems and
opportunities to jointly discuss and promote policy priorities has delayed
acfuevement of a fully coordinated and efficient education effort. The absence of
full coordination is evidenced by instances of curriculum overlap and untapped
opportunities for resource sharing.

Recommendation
The Commission recommends that the following issues should be part of a
comprehensive review of education in the state at all levels:
• Assess Maine's elementary. secondary and post-secondary education
needs and examine whether current programs meet those needs;
• Ensure that the educational missions of the university campuses,
technical colleges, maritime academy and K-12 system are consistent and
do not overlap unnecessarily;
• Establish a 5 year strategic plan for education state-wide;
• Stress collaboration and collective use of education resources between
the education systems with a particular emphasis on physical facilities;
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• Review and recommend optimal program location for new education
programs;
• Develop plans for full transferability of academic credit between
post-secondary institutions;
..
• Promote the use of technology in academic curricula and for information
exchange.
5.3.3 Elementary and Secondary Education: Governance and Structure
Discussion

There are, as noted earlier, several issues that present obstacles to
sustained reform in elementary and secondary education. They· include lack of
clarity on the roles and responsibilities of the State Board of Education and school
boards, weaknesses in the regional organization of school districts and disputes
over State responsibilities and funding formulas.
At a time when debate over public education folicies is intensif):'ing, the
natural forum for examination and resolution o state responsibilities in
providing education leadership appears to be in a weak position. The State Board
of Education has had a reduced role in developing and implementing education
policy during recent years. Traditionally, state boards of education are charged
with certain policy making functions and the commissioner of education with
administration. In Maine, the board makes some policy decisions (in vocational
education, for instance), is charged with some regulatory functions (certification
of teachers, for instance), and serves in an advisory capacity to the commissioner. ·
In all three areas the board bumps up against institutions and organizations that
control resources and information that give them greater clout in affecting
policies in those areas.
Similar problems afflict local school boards. There a combination of
limited resources, multiple state mandates and re~lations, accumulated
administrative practices and labor contracts have tended to focus boards'
attention on buagets and management minutiae rather than education policy.
Those problems are particularly difficult where school systems, whether in single
municipalities or in regional arrangements, are small and isolated.
The increase in efficiency and quality that can result from regionalizing
education services has lonb been recognized in Maine. The successful effort in the
1960s to consolidate schools into school dministrative districts and creation of an
interactive television system in the 1980s to deliver higher education services to
every corner of the state are just two examples of Maine's commitment to
regionalism.
While
both
efforts
have
been
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complex and sometimes difficult processes, and while neither solve all the
difficulties faced by education, tfiey have created opportunities for Maine
students and savings for Maine taxpayers that would otherwise not have been
possible.
Finding

The substantial education policy, funding and structural issues that
confront the state req.uire a fundamental review of the State's current K-12
education policy making and governance apparatus at the state, regional and
local level. It is a review that must include grass roots as well as state leadership.
It is a review that must be structured and implemented so that its results will 6e
taken seriously at the local, regional and state level.

Recommendation
The State should review and make recommendations on the governance
and structure of the state's education system, including the State Board of
Education, the Department of Education, regional education systems, regional
and local school district governance, and the relationshi}' between state and local
school systems. Findings and recommendations should be submitted to the
Governor and the Legislature by December 15, 1992.
The State should, among other things, consider revising the roles of the
department to require that the department sbould establish (building on the "core
of 1<nowledge" program) standara outcome/achievement goals for students and
tests to measure their achievement. The state should · consider whether the
department should fund the administration, analysis and publication of the tests
ana results. Such testing should include provision for determining achievements
by students with special needs.
In examinin~ the roles of school districts, the State should consider
assigning school districts responsibilio/ for developing curriculum changes to
help students learn and achieve, meetmg the goals set by the department, and
whether the University of Maine System should play a leadership role in
curriculum development and improvement and in tbe education ana training
(entry level and continuing education) for teachers. The department -- for a test
period -- could provide grants to school districts, with incentives for consolidated
or collaborating district, to obtain technical assistance from sources of their
ch00sing to hefp improve curriculum and teacher performance. Funds for this
prog:a~ could be taken from the department consultant program, which would
be e11mmated.
The State should also examine the role, responsibility, organization,
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structure, geographic regions and governance of local school districts. Particular
attention should be paid to the possibility of creating new school administrative
districts. While stuaying consolidation, the com.mission should consider, at a
minimum, the following issues:
• Revision of the General Purpose Aid formula to promote expenditure
control, equity of eductaional opportunity and excellence and tax equity;
• Possible changes in current law concerning SADs;
• Incentives for formation of SADs;
• Possible changes in the rating system for school construction that might
encourage consolidation;
• Disincentives for dissolution of SADs;
• Incentives for greater emphasis on regional resource sharing, including
joint use of faculty for teaching fine arts, lan~age, special education and
other subjects where individual schools or districts are unable to support
them independently;
• Incentives for use of school space for appropriate health and social
services to pre-school students, K-12 students and their families, and for
use of schools as year round community centers;
• The _possibility of eliminating many current mandates and regulatory
requirements, including teacher certification.

5.3.4 Technical College System and the Secondary Education Vocational
Technical Centers
Discussion
The Department of Education provides administrative oversight for
secondary education vocational technical centers. The centers are designed to
provide technical and vocational training that prepare students for empfoyment
or further technical training following graduation. While there are successful
secondary technical education centers around the state, technical education has
always taken a back seat to "academic" education in the high schools. There is a
persistent view that technical education lacks academic rigor and fails to
adequately prepare students for either employment or post-secondary technical
training. Tfie Department of Education must necessarily fo( us its support on
traditional academic programs. Although its efforts to refine and promote
technical education have been substantial, its other obligations and the historic
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absence of coordination between secondary nd post-secondary technical
education _programs has made full development of secondary technical education
programs impossible.

Finding
The growing demand for highly trained technical workers in Maine and
the positive impact a well trained technical workforce will have on the state
economy require that secondary technical education programs be revitalized. The
Maine Technical Colle~e System has the expertise, public support and leadership
to contribute substantially to a vital and well coordinated technical education
system. Closer coordination of secondary and post-secondary technical education
with the technical college system could produce a more unified technical
education system, increase the academic strength of secondary programs and
promote substantially increased coordination in the use of technical facilities.
Better coordination of the two systems could also permit the delivery of expanded
post-secondary technical education programs around the state. Concerns have
been expressed that the ultimate form of coordination, merger of the technical
education systems, could undermine efforts to reform secondary education by
eliminating the two-track approach that short-changes students in "general"
education.
Recommendation
The state should examine the issue of technical education in secondary
schools and consider options for enhancing those programs, coordinating
secondary and fost-secondary technical education, and making better use of
existing technica centers for expanded education opportunities.

5.35 University of Maine System
Discussion
Maine citizens have expressed a strong commitment to providing higher
education programs statewide. That commitment has been cliallenged by the
State's widely aispersed population and geographic expanse. While the 7 campus
University of Maine System is largely successful in providing post secondary
education opportunities statewide, fhere is a heightenea need to iaentify ways to
consolidate services, eliminate academic and administrative overlap and reduce
expenditures. In particular, in a period of declining state support for all services,
it is more important than ever to carefully review expenses for the various campuses in an effort to identify opportunities for consolidation and efficiency.
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Fmding

Impending reductions in state funding to the Universiry and the likelihood
of layoffs and weakening of program offerings argue forcefully for a fundamental
reexamination of the need for each of the University's programs and services.
The structure of the University of Maine System offers the potential for reducing
isolation through mutual cooperation and use of faculty and staff that has not yet
been fully realized.
For example, the regional benefits derived from the placement of the seven
campuses of the system cannot be overstated. They not only contribute to the
education of Maine citizens, but they contribute substantially to the economic,
cultural and social welfare of the state.
However, our review of the costs of educating students at each campus
does raise cause for some concern. While it is appropriate that the highest cost
per full-time equivalent student should occur at the system's land-grant,
sea-grant, graduate degree granting University of Maine, we are troubled that
cost per full-time equivalent stuaent vary dramatically between campuses
(Appendix B). Thus, some consolidation of campuses, while not likely to produce
dramatic reduction in per student cost, could provide resource sharing that could
lead to substantial savings and reduce acadenuc isolation.
A review of the University's structure and offerings should include, at a
minimum, study of the following issues:
• The need for maintaining each of the campuses;
• Duplication of academic programs in the system;
• Possible reductions in administrative positions;
• Increased cooperation and coordination between campuses; and
• Wider use of the interactive television system (ITV) to deliver programs.
Recommendation

The commission also recommends that the University of Maine System
Board of Trustees undertake an intensive self-study of the present structure of the
university system, looking toward possible consolidation to reduce
administrative overhead, increase opportunities for faculty and staff sharing and
take advantage of the interactive television system and other information
technologies in expanding educational opportunities for individuals in the more
remote areas of the state, building on the advances the System has already made
in those areas.
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5.3.6 Maine Maritime Academy and the University of Maine System
Discussion
The need to maintain the Maine Maritime Academy at Castine has been
questioned, given the decline in the U.S. maritime industry and the high cost of
providing maritime education. Bringing Maine Maritime Academy under the
administrative auspices of the University of Maine System has been prol?osed as a
means of eliminating the expense of maintaining a separate administrative
structure, reducing eaucationa1 isolation and strengthening academic programs
through resource sharing with the University.

Finding
The Maritime Academy currently operates as an independent college on
Maine's coast and enrolls approximately 600 students each year in a variety of
ocean and marine oriented academic programs. The Academy is governed by a
board of trustees who employ the president to direct campus operations. The
Academy relies on state appropriations for approximately 50% of its total annual
revenues of $12.9 million.
The cost to the State of operating an independent public colle~e for 600
students in marine and ocean sciences has become increasingly difficult to
sustain. The cost of educating Maine Maritime Academy students is significantly
higher than educating those at the University of Maine System or the Maine
Technical College System. The full time equivalent student cost at the Academy
is $17,589, compared to a system average ot$8,463 for the University and $6,495 at
the technical colleges (see Appendix B). Reasons for the increased costs include
the small number of students, emphasis on hands-on training, need for
sophisticated equipment and facilities, and the approximately 10 month school
year (opposed to tfie 8 month school year at the umversity and technical colleges.)
Maritime academies throughout the country have closed in recent years.
Maine Maritime Academy has actually increased enrollments in recent years, in
part as a result of President Curtis' leadership in expanding its curriculum to
mclude new ocean and marine programs not historically part of traditional
maritime studies. The _popularity of these new programs and a revived interest in
similar programs within the Umversity of Maine System suggest that substantial
advantages could result from the University and the Academy combining to offer
ocean and marine programs.
Recommendation

We recommend that the Boards of the Maine Maritime Academy and the
Univerity of Maine System examine options, including possible addition of the
Academy to the campuses of the Umversity of Maine System, to accomplish
greater coordination of services, cooperation, long term academic planning,
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and significant savings. The trustees should also investigate possible ways of
using the University's and Academy's resources to strengthen Maine's ocean
oriented academic programs and take maximum advantage of the ~ains that have
been made in the educational programs at the Academy under President Curtis.
5.3.7 State Cultural Bureau
Discussion
The Commission's enabling legislation directed it to consider the
establishment of a state bureau to provide administrative support and to
coordinate the activities of the Maine Arts Commission, the Maine Historic
Preservation Commission, the Maine Library Commission and the Maine State
Museum Commission.
Prior to 1990 Maine's four cultural affairs agencies were placed within the
organizational jurisdiction of the Department of Education and Cultural Affairs.
In response to concerns that structure no longer served the needs of the cultural
agencies, a Special Commission to Study the Organization of the State's Cultural
Agencies recommended that the cultural agencies be removed from the
Department of Education and function indepena.ently under the auspices of the
Maine State Cultural Affairs Council. The Council would consist of members
from the four cultural agencies. The Legislature agreed to the recommendation of
the Special Commission and passed legislation in 1990 that separated the agencies
from the department and established tfie Cultural Affairs Council.
Finding
There appears to be general support for the current configuration of the
four cultural commissions under the administrative umbrella of the Maine State
Cultural Affairs Council, which has been in place for about one year. The
Commission has not been presented any evidence that the present arrangement
involves unnecessary duplication or excessive overhead expenditures. Chronic
underfunding of the cuftural agencies does argue strongly, however, for the
establishment of a new mechanism to better coordinate ancf leverage fund-raising
efforts. The Commission also recognizes that some economies might be found
through further co-location of offices, sharing of logistical support and staff.
Recommendation
The 1',faine Cultural Foundation should be established as a private-public
partnership to develop stronger support for the cultural heritage of the state. The
Maine Development Foundation provides a useful and succes6ful model of the
application of private sector expertise and support to public policy issues. The
Maine CulturafFoundation should have a board composed of the members of the
Cultural Affairs Council, members appointed by the Governor, the President of
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the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives, and members elected
by private incorporators. Appointments and elections to the foundation's board
should incorrorate representation from the interests currently represented in the
four cultura commissions. The Legislature should establish a matching funds
formula to provide incentives for more aggressive fund-raising efforts.
The Commission further recommends that the Cultural Affairs Council
explore ways and means of furthering economies in their operations through
sharing space, staff and equipment.
5.4

NATURAL RF.SOURCES

Discussion

The use of Maine's natural resources is promoted, managed and regulated
by five separate state agencies. While some division of responsibilities makes
sense from the .l?erspectives of effectiveness and &ood government, it is clear that
significant effic1enc1es, related cost-savings and improved effectiveness of some
programs could be obtained through a realignment of functions.
The importance of undertaking such an effort is best illuminated by the
fact that this area of state government has received a declining share of state
resources over the past 10 years. State expenditures for natural resource agencies
comprised 4.3% of the state budget in 1981. That share sank to 3.6% in 1990, a
decline of over 15%. The purchasing power of the amount budgeted to natural
resource agencies has only increased slightly over the past ten years despite
significant increases in public interest in environmental protection and natural
resource management and despite the implementation of many new programs.
To put these statistics into more meaningful terms, state government
spends about a dollar a week on behalf of each citizen to manage and protect their
natural resources. In an era of shrinking state budgets and hard economic times,
that dollar must be used as efficiently as possible.
Natural resource management efforts are undertaken by four of the five
natural resources agencies (the DEP is the only exception). Several examples of
the fragmentation of efforts serve as useful illustrations:
• Management of fish and wildlife is undertaken by both the Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and the Department of Marine
Resources. Each department maintains separate law enforcement
services.
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• While the management of the state's forests probably has the most direct
effect on fish and wildlife, state ~overnment activities in this area are
located in a third agency, the Mame Forest Service located Department
of Conservation.
• Because anadromous fish pass between the fresh and marine
environments, yet another entity, the Atlantic Salmon Commission exists
to coordinate the activities of state government in this area.
• State efforts to identify, assess and register unique and endangered
natural resources are focated in two separate programs, the Natural
Heritage Program and the Critical Areas Program, neither of which is
even located in a natural resource agency.
• Management of state-owned natural and recreational resources is spread
over numerous locations.
One result of this fragmentation is a high level of administrative overhead.
Another perhaps equally im_portant result is that planning and management of
the state's natural resources is not undertaken systematically. The very structure
of state government defeats the integrated management of natural resources on
the basis of regional natural systems. Ecosystem management, perhaps along the
general lines of watersheds, offers numerous advantages for more effective
natural resource management. Not the least of these advantages is that the very
limited financial resources and personnel available in these agencies today could
be used much more effectively and give Maine citizens a better return on their
weekly dollar. However, such a management model is impossible in state
government today.
The major environmental regulatory functions are located in three different
agencies, the Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources - Board of
Pesticides Control; the Department of Conservation - Land Use Regulation
Commission; and the Department of Environmental Protection. The reason for
this division of responsioility is primarily an artifact of the political failures of
past efforts to consolidate related regulatory functions. The extra administrative
overhead and difficulties of coordinating the overlapping impact of these
agencies cannot be justified in the current economic climate.
Unlike the other natural resource departments, the Department of
Environmental Protection has shown substantial real expenditure growth, with
total real expenditures increasing by more than 70% over the past 10 years. That
growth can be attributed, at least in part, to increasing mandates imposed on the
aepartment bX the Legislature, efforts to address a chronic understaffing situation
c..na the sigruficant increases in development activity that occurred during the
l 980's.
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The presence of large increases in real expenditure growth is not
necessarily an indication of inefficiency in a department, particularly in a
department such as the DEP that has experienced expansion of its statutory
mandate. That growth has, however, placea new and significant demands upon
the department and the BEP that cannot be met by organizational structures
established more than a decade ago. The present meaia organizational structure
of the department (air, water and land) and the 10 member citizen Board of
Environmental Protection is no longer sufficient to address the increasingly
complicated problems of environmental regulation.
The fact that decisions of the Board of Pesticides Control implicate
environmental quality and public health concerns beyond the agricultural sector
raises serious questions about the compatibility of the Board with its present
location in the Department of A~riculture, Food and Rural Resources. fn 1972,
Congress transferred federal pesticide regulatory authority from the Deyartment
of Agriculture to the Environmental Protection Agency in recognition o the fact
that pesticide laws had shifted from a focus on protecting the farmer to broader
societal issues of environmental quality and protection of the public health. That
transfer appears to have been appropriate at the federal fevel. Several past
studies in Maine have raised questions about the Board's current location and
suggested transferring its responsibilities to the Department of Environmental
Protection.
The Land Use Regulation Commission fills a unique comprehensive
planning and zoning role with regard to the state's unorganized townships in
addition to its regulatory control over the impact of development on a series of
natural resources. This regulatory scheme is intended to be essentially equivalent
to the regulatory efforts of the Department of Environmental Protection in the
organized half of the state. While there are situations in which a development
activity is subject to the regulatory jurisdictions of both agencies, LURC ana DEP
have successfully coordinated their efforts in a number of areas, most notably,
hydropower and mining.
Finding

The mana~ement, promotion and regulation of Maine's natural resources
should be orgaruzed along functional lines in order to achieve administrative
economies, a higher degree of program effectiveness and a higher level of
integrated ecosystem management.
Recommendations

Restructure the DEP. Restructure the Department of Environmental
Protection by abolishing the existing Bureau structure and replacing it with 3 new
bureaus, organized along functional lines: a Bureau of Licensing, a Bureau of
Enforcement and a Bureau of Technical Services. The Board of Environmental
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FY'81 State Expenditures by Policy Area
(All lunds = 11 .24 Billion)

Transportation (11.67.)

General Government ( 13.37.)

Economic Development (0.57.)
Natural Resources ( 4.37.)

FY'90 State Expenditures by Policy Area
(All lunds = S2.65 Billion)

Transportation ( 10.47.)

General Government (11.57.)
Economic Development (2.07.)

Natural Resources (3.67.)
Labor ( 1.47.)

Labor (8.17.)

Education and Culture (28.67.;
Education and Culture (33.57.)

Human Services (35.6:i!;)

Human Services (3: .87.)

Derived by OPLA from FY'90 State Financial Report, Department of Finance. (wNatuml Resourcew policy area includes all expenditures by
the Departments of Agriculture, Marine Resources, Conservation, Environmental Protection and Fisheries and Wildlife).
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Expenditures by the Natural Resource Agencies: 1981-1990
(DAFRR, DEP, DOC, IF&W and DMR)
Real Dollars ( 1982)

Nominal Dollars

(Thous,wds)

(Thousands)

. Fiscal

General

Year

Fund

1981
.
1982
1983
1984 .
1985

>198~
1987
1988
1989
1990

• General

BC>lld

\ Special .••.

. Revent!es · !Rivenues >- -Toil
~~

$17,965
$18,800
$19,909
$21,455
$24,971
$26,~J4
$28,402
$30;714
$34,909
$37,957

$29, 130

$6,560

$31,219 •... ·•
$27,849

$5,99(1

>

$6,268

:$3(};066

• Jt;954

$32,630

$5,202

tJi.2ss> •

$6,6().L

$53,655
$56,;010
$54,025

>$.s9,A1!f
$62,803
••• $65,903

$71,340
. $81,208
$11,630
$87,086
$,12,013{ '. $95,9JS

$32,331

$ I0,607

) $38,822 •. • $11,671
$40,547
$45,968 •••

Fund
$19,214
$18,800
$18,997
. $19,487
$21,657

. $22,613
$22,850
$23,553
$25,537
$26,488

Special
Revenues

Bond
Revenues

$31,155
$31;219
$26,573
. $27;308
$28,300
. $27,084
$26,01 I
$29,772
$29,661
$32,078

$7,016
$5,990
$5,981
.. $7,224

Total

Total

Percent

Real
per cap .

of Total
State

Spending

Spending

$57,385
$56,0.10
$51,551
$54;019
$54,469
$55,2~8
$57,394
$62,276
$63,706
$66,949

$4,511

'$5,59[
$8,533
••. $8,951
$8,508
$8,383

$50.65
$49.30
$44.98
$46.73
$46.79

4.35%

$4t2l

3J5%

$48.39
$5L68
$52.13
$54.56

3.70%
3.85%
3.60%
3.62%

4.26%
4.02%

4,14%
3.94%

Natural Resource Agency Expenditures

Natural Resource Agency Expenditures

,oo~----------------~
Total Annuot Ex1Mndltur•• (1981-11190)

90

Real Pcir Capita Spendln9 (1S:181-1990)

60...-------~-----------,
""
,.

""
70
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....
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""
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""
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34
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O
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+
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__.___,
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o
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Notes:
* Nomin,1/ do/far expenditures derived from the Maine Department ofFinance·s Annu,1/ Fin,1ncia/ Reports for Fiscal }'ears /981-1990.
* Other Speci,1/ Revenue Funds include license fees, federal block grant funds, and other dedicated re~'enues.
* Real /982 dolfars derived using the Fixed Weighted Price Index for purchase of goods and services by SWe and Local Gowrnment.
"Per C11pit,1 expenditures derived using State popul,1tion statistics from US Dept. of Commerce; Current Population Report, Series P-25.
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Protection would establish clear criteria for project review by the department.
The Commissioner would ensure that each application is shepherded through the
Bureau of Licensing by assigning a team of individual staff members to each
application. Applicants would be responsible for all costs associated with
ensuring that a project complies with the criteria. In addition, tl;le permit-by-rule
procedures would be expanded, to allow a larger percentage of small or routine
applications to be processed quickly.
Restructure the BEP. Abolish the existing Board and replace it with a
full-time, 3-member professional Board. The Commissioner of Environmental
Protection would be the chair of the Board. The other 2 members would be
appointed by the Governor subject to confirmation by the Legislature. The
members must be skilled and knowledgeable in technical issues pertaining to
environmental regulation. The new Board would decide upon pernut and license
applications that were not processed by the Department through the
permit-by-rule procedures or directly by the Commissioner. Appeals of Board or
Commissioner decisions would be taken directly to the Courts.
Consolidate management functions. The Commission is considering two,
alternative recommendations to promote more effective and coordinate
management of the state's natural resources. Public comment is invited.
OptionA

The Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources should continue
its primary mission of marketing and technical assistance for the state's
agricultural sector.
The Departments of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, Marine Resources and
Conservation should be consolidated into a single Department of Natural
Resources. The management of state-owned· natural resources should be
undertaken by a singfe bureau within the new department. All wildlife
sanctuaries, state parks, public lands, submerged lands and other, related
state properties should be managed in a coordinated manner while
respecting the special status of some of these properties, most notably the
public reserved lands ("public lots").
The law enforcement arms of the merged agencies should also be
consolidated into a single bureau of enforcement. While the need for some
specialization in certain areas of law enforcement may remain, significant
savings should be available by "flattening out" the hierarchy of the current
command structure and eliminating redundant managerial and
administrative personnel. Further attention should be given to
coordinating ancf perhaps integrating the fire control and law enforcemLnt
programs where those two functions result in overlapping responsibilities
and staffing requirements.
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Department of Natural Resources

Management of State Owned
Natural Resources
•Wildlife Sanctuary
•State Parks
•Public Lands
•Submerged Lands
•Forest Management

Management of
Biological Resources
•Marine Fisheries
•Freshwater Fisheries
•Anadromous Species
•Wildlife
-critical Areas

November 12, 1991
Prepared by the Office of Policy and legal Analysis
for the Commission on Governmental Restructuring

DNR.PM3

Licensing/Registration

Law Enforcement

•Hunting
•Fishing
Recreational & Commercial
•Watercraft
•Recreational Vehicles

•Inland & Marine Laws
•Fire Control

All Proposals Under Active Discussion - Subject to Change

The new department would also provide a logical home for a single
program witfi responsibility for all registration ana licensing of watercraft,
recreational vehicles and resource utilization (eg hunters, anglers,
commercial fishing, etc).
The Natural Heritage Program, currently in the Department of Economic
and Community Development, should be relocated to the new Department
of Natural Resources. This program, with only its existing staff, should
assume the identification, assessment and registry functions of the Critical
Areas program currently- located in the State Planning Office. The Critical
Areas Program and its advisory board should be abolished.
Option B.

The natural · resource agencies face a future of reduced funding and
increased resource utilization. These complex and competing trends are
exF'ected to be long-term and, as such, agencies must exercise flexibility
anci innovation in natural resource management. Fewer resources will
require personnel to be cross-trained, and will place substantially more
importance on sharing of resources and responsibilities.
The Commission undertook a limited review of the consolidation and
cross-training potential for all job classifications in the Division of Forest
Fire Control in the Department of Conservation and the Game Warden
Services.· in the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife. The
consolidation of functions among the natural resource agencies would be
an extremely complicated undertaking, involving individual review of job
classifications, salary requirements, job authority and responsibilities.
However, many opf'ortunities do exist for efficiency savings through
cross-training, coorciination or consolidation. Although wholesale
consolidation of the Forest Ranger, Game Warden and Marine Patrol
Officer functions does not appear realistic in the short term, for the reasons
noted above, State government could benefit substantially from closer
administrative coordination in those areas.
The Governor should appoint a "Natural Resource Agency Inter-Agency
Task Force" to identity and implement appropriate cross training
programs. The task force should include management representatives
from the Department of Conservation, the Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife and the Department of Marine Resources as well as labor
representatives from the Maine State Employees Association and the
American Federation of State, Municipal and County Employees. Tn~ task
force should seek to apply "Total Quality Management• practices to the
appropriate functions of ~hose agencies, including such practices as "pay
for knowledge". All natural resource programs will be affected by the
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trends towards less funding and increased resource utilization, and
managers must push for continuous improvement in all areas. Efforts such
as these will become increasingly important, particularly in the areas of
natural resource management and law enforcement.
Consolidate regulatory functions. The Board of Pesticides Control should
remain in the Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural Resources until such
time as it can be aemonstrated that the Department of Environmental Protection
is capable of assuming these additional responsibilities.

The Land Use Regulation Commission should be attached to the new
Department of Natural Resources (or to the exisitng Department of Conservation)
as an independent agency receiving necessary aaministrative support services
from the Department. LURC should maintain its comprehensive planning and
zoning program and should investigate further measures to coordinate and/ or
eliminate areas of regulatory overlap with the DEP .
. 5.5

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Deferred pending receipt of further cost data

5.6

MERGER OF FINANCE AND ADM1NISTRATION
NOTE: There is an inconsistency between this section's recommendation
of a Bureau of Budget Management and the suggested Office of
Management and Budget in the Executive Department. This requires
Commission review aruf d.iscu.ssion.

Discussion

The functions of the Departments of Finance and Administration were
joined into a single department m 1971 during the Curtis administration. In 1986,
the departments were divided into the departments as they now exist. This
Comrmssion has been given specific direction by the Legislature to examine the
possibility of a re-merger of the departments.
In consultation with the Commission, represe1.tatives of both departments
have worked to develop a proposal for this merger which would result in the
greatest e\..onomy, efficiency and effectiveness possible. Several principles guided
the apfroach to the merger: 1) the need to strike a balance between service and
contro functions of the new department; 2) the need to strike the correct balance
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between the internal and external responsibilities of the new department; 3) the
need to achieve actual savings in the short term and greater efficiencies over the
long term; 4) the need to coordinate similar functions while assuring
intra-departmental access to vital decision-making tools. While the Commission
largely agrees with and has adopted the proposal submitted by the departments,
certain cfianges have been recommended" in the areas of Liquor and Lottery and
property management practices, including leasing.

Findings
The merger of the Departments of Finance and Administration will result
in increased effectiveness, efficiency and in significant dollar savings. The annual
General Fund cost savings are estimated at about $750,000, exclusive of any
savings associated with the recommendations to change liquor and lottery
operations and the operation of the Bureau of Public Improvement.
The merger of the departments provides an opportunity for instituting a
program for decentralizing management decision-making in the Executive
Branch. At present, management decision-making is largely centralized; for
instance, departments must seek approval from the Bureau of the Budget for all
work programs, quarterly allotments and changes in the same. The creation of an
internal control mechanism which would allow for blanket approvals of budget
orders, provided certain management standards were met, has the potential for
promotins intra-departmental quality control, quality management and
results-oriented management.
Recommendations

The Commission is considering the following proposal from the
Administration. The departments of Finance and Administration should be
merged (see functional chart).
The merger should result in:
• Eight bureaus as follows: Bureau of Accounts and Controls, Bureau of
Budget Management, Bureau of Employee Relations, Bureau of General
Sel'Vlces, Bureau of Human Resources, Bureau of Information Services,
Bureau of Liquor and Lotteries, and the Bureau of Taxation.
Several bureaus should remain functionally unchanged: the Bureau
of Accounts and Control, the Bureau of Employee Relations, the
Bureau of Humc.n Resources, the Bureau of Information Services
(presently it is an "Office", but this organizational change is not
accompanied by functional changes), and the Bureau of Taxation.
The functions/ activities of the present Bureau of Budget should be
expanded to create a new Bureau of Budget Management: revenue
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forecasting processes should include analysis of revenue/ tax policies
and a new internal control division should be established. The
internal control division should function to decentralize financial and
administrative control by providing for blanket approval of all
budget orders submitted by defartments whicfi demonstrate
adequate administrative and financia internal control mechanisms. .
The new Bureau of General Services would arise from a consolidation
of the Bureau of Public Improvements, the Bureau of Purchases and
the Division of Risk Management. This combination will allow the
sharing of resources and information between these functionally
similar units. As discussed earlier (see chapter 4) the bureau should
incorporate competitive bidding procedures for the services it now
provides directly.
The new Bureau of Liquor and Lotteries would oversee regulation of
the private sale of liquor including the private takeover orthe state's
liquor store system. This bureau would also oversee the state's
contractor(s) for the management and operation of the state lotteries.
• Two divisions responsible directly to the Commissioner: Division of
Financial Services and Division of Personnel Services.
These Divisions should perform all internal financial and personnel
functions which are now performed by the Administrative Services
Division within the Department of Finance and by the
Commissioner's Office within the Department of Administration.
• A position of Deputy Commissioner to assist the Commissioner of the
new department. Also, a new position of Assistant Controller should be
created to assist in the management of the Bureau of Accounts and
Control.
• Funding for the Director of the Bureau of Information Services should be
drawn from the Internal Services Fund and not from the General Fund.

NOTE: The Commission is still developing drafting recommendations in the
areas of Economic Development, Constitutional 8fficers, the Judiciary
and the Legislature. These will be distributed separately, prior to the
public hearings.
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Department of Finance and Administration

,-----------·Accounts & Control

-General Accouting
-Fmancial Reporting
-Systems and Programming
-Policy and Research
-Pre-audit
-Records Management
-Fixed Asset Accounting
-Payroll
-Federal Reporting

Info Services

-Telecommunications
-Info Resources Mngmt.
-Data Processing

Budget Management

-Budget Planning
and Control
-Budget Forecasting
and Research
-Position Planning
and Control
-Organizational Mngmt.
Systems Analyst
-Internal Control

Taxation

-Income/Estate
-Sales/Excise
-Operations
-Property Tax
-Enforcement
-Audit
-Research
-Appellate
-Legal Research

Prepared by the Office of Poll:y and Legal Analysis for the Special
Commission on Governmental Restructuring (November 12, 1991)
Admin2.PM3

General Services

Employee Relations

-Labor Relations
-Litigation/Legal
Analysis

-Printing, Postal & Supply
-Central Motor Pool
-Engineering & Financial
Services
-Property Management
-Housekeeping Servcies
-Risk Manage!llent

Intra-Department
Personnel Services

-Recruitment
-Job Analysis
-Perfonnance Evaluation
-Position Classisification
-Records Management
-Training
-Affinnative Action
-B Fonn Verification
-Work:ers Compensation
-Employee Relations
-Labor Agreements
-Employee Assistance
-Payroll Accounting
& Processing

Liquor
& Lottery

-Regulate Private
Liquor Sales
-Administer
Lottery Contracts

Human Resources

-Policy and Management
-Policy Review Board
-Affinnative Action
-Merit System Admin.
-Workers Compensation
-Training and Development
-Employee Health
-Health Insurance

Iotra-Departmeot
Financial Services

-Budget & Auditing
-Financial Planning
-Independent Audit
-Legislative Liaison

